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PREFACE^

The two volumes which comprise this set describe the first year

of Explorations! (1971-72), an alternative teacher education program at
the School of Education, University of Massachusetts /Amherst
The first volume is an explanation of Explorations! encompass-

ing its rationale, goals, implementation and an assessment.

Included

in this account is much data from the students describing how they saw

Explorations! and assessing the meaningfulness of their year.
The second volume relates what happened in Explorations! during
the year and, in general, answers the question of what can be expected
if a program like Explorations! is implemented.

Here again much feed-

back and testimony from the students are included.
We want to make two additional points.

First, our collaboration

is both professional and personal--we co-directed Explorations! together

and we live and love together.

stead of

'I'

In light of this we will use 'we' in-

in each of these volumes to continually represent the col-

laboration and co-operation which takes (and took) place between the
two of us

The second point is that we want to try to eliminate some of
the sexism which has become embedded in the language.

To do this we

This preface is common to the two volumes, the first by
this set,
Jeffrey Forest and the second by Marsha Forest, which comprise
^

iv

have adopted the suggestions of Mary Orovan of the New York Radical

Feminists
In this usage instead of using the mas>_uline personal pronouns
like "he" or "his," when we really mean children [people] of
both sexes, we use the ancient alternative Indo-European root
word "co." Where sexist language would use "he," meaning
"he-she," "co" is used. "Co" is also used in place of "him"
(for him-her)
with the context making the difference clear.
The old possessive "his" (for his-hers) is replaced by "cos,"
and "coself" replaces "himself." Humankind replaces mankind
,

.

We hope that the reader will join us in sharing our excitement
and enthusiasm in what for us has been a most challenging and rewarding

year
J. F.

M. F.

Work
This was taken from the summary recommendations of the
Revolutionary
shop on the Rights of Children, Berkeley Conference,
as quoted in
Peoples Constitutional Convention, November 14-15, 1970
Books,
Ballantine
Jerome Agel, ed.. The Radical Therapist (New York:
Inc., 1971), p. 256.
^
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Explorations

Volume I:

'.--An

Alternative Teacher Preparation Program.

An Explanation and Assessment of Explorations'.
(March 1973)

Jeffrey Goodman Forest, B. A., Sir George Williams University

Chairperson:

Dr. Kenneth H. Blanchard

Explorations', was one of sixteen alternative teacher prepara-

tion programs implemented at the School of Education, University of

Massachusetts/Amherst during the academic year 1971-72.

These alter-

native programs arose in response to the School of Education's decision
to create a series of viable alternative teacher preparation programs.

Each program was self-contained, with a self-contained rationale.

Each had its own unique thrust, its own set of course offerings and related experiences and its own advising staff.

It was

felt that this

design of competing alternatives would keep options open and have the
different programs serve as dynamic checks against one another
This dissertation is the first volume of a two volume work on
Explorations'..

It focuses only on the first year and is an explanation

impleof Explorations', encompassing its background, rationale, goals,

mentation and, as well, includes an assessment.

Included in this

saw Exploraaccount are much data from the students describing how they
tions'.

and assessing the meaningfulness of their year.

vii

(The second

viii

volume, by Marsha Forest, relates what happened in the program
during
the year and, in general, answers the question of what can be expected
if a program such as Explorations

I

is

implemented.)

The following is a brief description of the program:
Explorations', was a wholly contained one year (two semester)

educational program open to those students interested in elementary and
secondary education (both those seeking certification and those who

were not) and, as well, those students interested in other allied community service professions.
Explorations! was a small, autonomous and highly personalized

program with forty-two students during this first year and two staff
serving as its directors.

In the main, the students took their full

complement of credits each semester within the program and were responsible only to themselves and to the program directors.

Explorations

I

was for those students who wanted the challenge

of designing their own personal curriculums.

Within the supportive

environment of the program, the students designed their own learning
experiences including such activities as formal courses, internships,

community work, etc.

The students were encouraged to pursue those ex-

periences which made the most sense to them and which would have the

most relevance for the particular kind of teachers they wanted to be,
and for the particular kind of situations in which they wanted to work.
It is hoped that others may see in Explorations! a model for

creating similar student-centered educational programs
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CHAPTER

I

SETTING THE STAGE

There exists today a critical and growing crisis in American
society.

The rampant racism and sexism, the objectionable war in

Southeast Asia, the deteriorating quality of life and of the environment, the unjust distribution of wealth, power and resources are all

signs that this is so.
In education there are also undeniable indications that the

schools, a reflection of the larger society, are in a state of crisis

Tending to propogate the injustices that already exist in

as well.

the larger society, our educating institutions are failing the test of

being adequate to the needs of the present and of the foreseeable
1

The inequality of the property tax as the major source of

future.

revenue for schools, the channelling of students based on socioeconomic backgrounds, the stereotyping based on sex, race and religion
show that, all too often, the schools are a part of the problem rather

than being a part of the solution.

A variety of critics have stated their views:

Marshall McLuhan

calls schools irrelevant, Norbert Wiener says schools shield children

from reality, John Gardner says schools educate for obsolescence,

Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom (New York:
Random House, 1970), p. 29.
^

1

2

Jerome Bruner says schools don't develop intelligence, John Holt says
schools are based on fear, Carl Rogers says schools avoid the promotion
of significant learnings, Paul Goodman says schools induce alienation

and Edgar Friedenberg says schools punish creativity and independence.

Charles Silberman in Crisis in the Classroom gives the following description:
It is not possible to spend any prolonged period visiting public
school classrooms without being appalled by the mutilation visible
everywhere--mutilation of spontaneity, of joy in learning, of
pleasure in creating, of sense of self. The public schools- - those
"killers of the dream," to appropriate a phrase of Lillian Smith's
--are the kind of institution one cannot really dislike until one
gets to know them well.
Because adults take the schools so much
for granted, they fail to appreciate what grim, joyless places most
American schools are, how oppressive and petty are the rules by
which they are governed, how intellectually sterile and esthetically barren the atmosphere, what an appalling lack of civility
obtains on the part of teachers and principals, what contempt they
unconsciously display for children as children.^

Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton in their book Black
Power have said:
emerges as
The basic story of education [in black ghettos]
one of inefficiency, inferiority and mass deterioration. It is a
system which typifies colonialism and the colonist's attitude.
.

.

.

White decision-makers have been running those schools with injustice,
indifference and inadequacy for too long; the result has been an
educationally crippled black child turned out onto the labor market
equipped to do little more than stand in welfare lines to receive
his miserable dole.

Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner, Teaching as a Subversive Activity (New York: Delacorte Press, 1969), p. xiv
^

3

Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom

,

p.

10.

3

An educational system which, year after year, continues to cripple
hundreds of thousands of black children must be replaced [emphasis
added]

....

Institutional Racism in America edited by Louis L. Knowles and

Kenneth Prewitt goes on to say that viewing
black and white pupils from the same perspective, ignoring
the effects of individual and institutional racism on black children
and ignoring cultural differences in determining curriculum
leads educators to seek to bring the "inner-city child" out of his
subculture rather than to change the structure of the educational
system so that schools will recognize, accept, and respond to the
different culture and to learn to teach children successfully
.

.

.

.

.

.

within it.
Within the present educational apparatus, black students suffer
from institutionalized discrimination in many ways but particularly
in IQ testing, classroom ability grouping, and negative teacher
attitudes. The combined effect of these factors is a progressive
lessening of the child's self-esteem as he proceeds through school.^
White students are also miseducated.
The most affluent, best-equipped schools present white children
with a distorted view of black people and other races. Textbooks
do not even touch on the depth and pervasiveness of racism within
the white community.
Such an education, rather than preparing
white children to recognize, understand, and deal with the racial
contradiction in our society, glosses^over it as though it did not
exist or was not of major importance.
.

.

.

For the past five years the School of Education at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts /Amherst has been

"...

engaged in a bold and

ambitious attempt to become a focal point of major, thoroughgoing.

^ Stoke
ly Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton, Black Power
tage Books (New York: Random House, 1967), pp. 158-165, passim

,

Vin-

.

^ Louis L. Knowles and Kenneth Pre\7itt, eds
Institutional
Racism in America A Spectrum Book (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), p. 34.
.

,

6

Ibid

. ,

pp. 46-47.

,

4

reform and revitalization of education in America."^

It has committed

itself to the development of alternative routes to educational objectives in schools and alternative structures in school organization.

It

is also committed to developing new routes and structures within itself.

This has led the School of Education into
of re-examining its structures and priorities.

a constant process

During the 1970-71

academic year this questioning focused on its teacher education program
Q

and an extensive examination was undertaken.

This resulted in a com-

mitment by the School of Education to improve the preparation of
teachers, and the creation of a Teacher Preparation Programs Council
(TPPC) which was to implement and realize this commitment.

To do this

the TPPC was made responsible for all graduate, undergraduate, pre-

service and in-service teacher education programs of the School and was

given broad powers and resources to encourage the involvement of all
Q

and all faculty and graduate students in teacher education.

Centers

It was also decided that the School would no longer invest all

of its resources in just two or three teacher education programs.

The

ed., A View/A Review/A Vision (Amherst, MassaPublications Office, University of Massachusetts, 1971),

^ Ljnnan Brainerd,

chusetts:
p

.

5

Crisis in the Classroom p. 413) concluded that
which
there is probably no aspect of contemporary education on
needs
education
teacher
that
there ’is greater unanimity of opinion than
current
the
with
dissatisfied
a vast overhaul. Virtually everyone is
the teachers
state of teacher education; the students being educated,
board
school
the
and
in the field, the principals, superintendents,
of
critics
lay
the
and
members who hire them, the liberal arts faculty,
® Silberman

(

,

.

education.”
the School
Centers are the major organizational units within
departments.
of Education and replace the traditional
^

5

new Council's major focus was to be on creating new options and alter-

native routes for meeting undergraduate degree and certification re-

quirements

.

This was to be done through a series of viable alternative

teacher preparation programs.

This route was chosen for the School

felt that it did not know the answers to the many questions and challenges before education today and thus could not afford to sink all of
its resources into one panacea or strategy which may prove to be a

dead end.

There also seemed to be no real evidence of the efficacy of

any one major strategy of teacher training.

This new design of com-

peting alternatives would keep options open and have the different
programs serve as dynamic checks against one another.
for examining training consequences,

It would provide

for developing insights into rel-

ative training efficiencies, and for discovering the relative acceptance
and appreciation of the various programs and processes by the
.
trainees
.

10

A TPCC spokesperson put

it this way:

No school, no educator, nor state certifying agency can recommend
one program, or one series of courses and experiences as being the
best way to prepare to teach. The variables are too numerous and
too changing.
Elaborated another TPPC member: "One variable is the students
themselves. None is alike in interest, personality, life style,
A program suitable to one may be entirely inappropriate
or goals
.

titled
This material was taken from a transcript of a speech
Dean,
Allen,
W.
Dwight
by
'Alternative Futures for Education' made
from Dwight W.
School of Education, University of Massachusetts and
Preparation,
Teacher
in
Allen and Richard M. Krasno, "New Perspectives
1968),
(May,
No.
6
The National Elementary Principal Vol. XLVII,
,

36-42, passim

.

6

for another.
By offering alternative programs, the student can
self select the one which is most in keeping with his or her
interests and aims."^^

In the Fall of 1971 there were sixteen alternative teacher

preparation programs being of fered-- fourteen undergraduate and two
graduate.

Each is self-contained, with a self-contained rationale.

Each program has its own unique thrust, its own set of course offerings and related experiences and its own advising staff.

1

Each of the alternative programs was designed to meet Massachusetts State certification requirements.

The State Department of Educa-

tion did allow the School, however, to determine equivalency in meeting
these requirements and, as well, the State Department agreed to approve

programs rather than courses
It is expected that each academic year some new programs will

be added and a few old ones will be refined or dropped as each one of

these programs succeeds or fails on its own terms.

13

Explorations', was one of these alternatives

I

School of Education, The Massachusetts Alternatives
Amherst, April 13, 1971, p. 1.
Massachusetts,
of
sity

,

Univer-

See Appendix I for a brief description of each of the sixteen programs
preparaIn 1972-73 there are twenty-two alternative teacher
programs
new
tion programs. Four old ones were discontinued and ten
were added

CHAPTER

II

WHAT IS explorations:?

Explorations! is a wholly contained one year (two semester)

educational program open to those students interested in elementary
and secondary education (both those seeking certification and those

who are not) and, as well, those students interested in other allied
community service professions.

It is a small,

autonomous and highly

personalized program with forty- two students during this first year
and two staff serving as its directors.

In the main the students take

their full complement of credits each semester within the Explorations',

program and are responsible only to themselves and the program directors

.

Explorations', is freedom-- freedom from the constraints and

restrictions imposed by most of contemporary American higher education
and freedom for the students to design and implement their own personal

curriculums:

to choose their own goals and their own ways and means of

achieving these goals.

The program does not dictate how the students

should use their freedom or what their goals should be, but rather
enacts a set of conditions and circumstances which, to a large degree,
frees the students to do what is most interesting and important

7

8

to them.

Explorations! has a fluid structure which
sive to the wants and desires of its members.
so the program changes.

is

open and respon-

As these wants change,

Additions and deletions occur throughout the

year in a process which is constantly active and dynamic rather than
one which is passive and static.

Explorations! serves as a co-ordinating centre, a home base out
of which the students operate.

It offers

institutional identity to its

members and serves as a clearinghouse for resources which exist both

within the program and in the world around.
Explorations! is an opportunity, not a guarantee.

The program

does not guarantee that everyone or anyone will achieve their goals or

have a successful year.

It only provides the opportunity for students

to make their own decisions concerning their own education and leaves

with them the major challenge of making of this opportunity what they
will
Explorations! is a self-structured program.

It is

for the

individual members to determine the amount of structure in their own
curriculums.

This can result in a very highly structured curriculum

or one low in structure

— the

choice is up to the student.

As well,

Explorations..
the students determine the structure which exists within
coself
The only requirements are a) each student must grade
Massachusetts
at the end of each semester and b) each student desiring
teaching in
State certification must do at least one month of student
certification.
wants
a school setting at the grade level for which co
39-42.
see
requirements
pp
these
of
For further elaboration
^

.

9

The program is the students and depends upon them (as well as the
directors) for its direction and format.

Explorations', is all of its

members, together and individually, choosing and creating their ex-

perience

.

Explorations',

is a non- authoritarian program.

The students are

seen as the best people able to chart the course of their own education.
The students are free from the principle of blind obedience to an
authority.

Of course this allows that the students can listen to and

agree with those authorities whom they choose.
Explorations', is voluntary in nature.

First, the students

choose to join it rather than joining one of the other alternative
programs.

They are also free at the end of the first semester to leave

and to join one of the other programs.

Second, all Explorations',

activities are voluntary and no one has to attend anything if they

choose not to.^
Explorations

I

is what its name implies--a time and an oppor-

tunity to explore and to be free; a real alternative for students who
do not want to be told what to learn, how to learn, when to learn and

where to learn; a program for students who want to be masters of their
own education.
Here is a sample of how students, completing a year in Explorations'.,

responded when asked to describe Explorations', in a short

However, there are expectations and hopes and the nature of
these and the role they play are discussed in Chapter IV.
^

10

paragraph to someone interested in the program:
Explorations! is an alternative to the alternatives. There are no
obligations except to yourself. The program is unique in that it
is a combination of individual member's programs.
It gives you a
chance to explore and discover what and where you are at. You
have time to be yourself and do what you really want to do
Explorations! is whatever you want it to be, because you are the
learner
.

.

.

.

Explorations! is a 30 credit program designed to give people the
freedom to try alternative ways of learning. They may decide to
work on one program or another, work in a school or pursue an interest they have. They can elect to audit courses and learn without the pressure of assigned papers, deadlines and tests. They're
free to leave these classes if they don't offer anything. The word
freedom pervades the program; freedom to learn and make your educawhat you want it to be rather than having it make you. This is
essential but Explorations! is freedom for betterment, not indolence or a free ride.

A year program that lets you design and work on a direction of
study that enables you to feel a great deal of self-fulfillment and
accomplishment
It's what you make it--there is a lot of potential--starting with
then the coming
oneself-- then the other people-- their ideas
there is a
together of everyone and the many possibilities
lot to be gained by mutual sharing, everyone is a resource and has
something to offer.

Explorations! is an opportunity (whether an opportunity to fail or
succeed is up to the individual himself) to develop a curriculum
No pressure is put on one to
for oneself and to carry it through.
complete this curriculum save one's own personal convictions. It's
a chance to do nothing or everything.
Explorations! is a program whose philosophy is that every individual
is entitled to absolute freedom in the pursual of their education
for not until the individual is existing in this fashion will they
truly grow and learn and become or maybe it's just a bunch of kids
ripping off credits from the dead, boring, suffocating University
with its limited, pukey courses and dead professors--but that's
groovy coo--Explorations should have Happened eons ago.

—

!

Explorations! is an educational program which encourages innovation
will
and personal creativity. As a member of Explorations! you
two
for
explore
to
and
work,
to
discover,
have the opportunity to
to
relevant
and
important
is
feel
semesters in any field which you

11

you. There are few expectations, except that you must attend
monthly retreats with the group and program directors, and some
feedback on your experiences is required.

Time to do what you want
30 credits to finally do your own thing- - limited pressure. Be
prepared to face yourself as never before. Be prepared to have a
very full and exciting year.

Explorations! is a program that supports you in whatever you do, no
matter how crazy you are by conventional standards. No matter what
you do, you’ll gain from it. The more you put into things, the
more you'll get out-- like your potential has to be activated, fnd
you're the only one to do it. Things are left up to you-- if you
screw things up then nobody's to blame except you (it's pretty
hard to screw up though)
.

Teacher training program where you train yourself, find your resources, people. More pressure than usual because it comes from
in you.
Explorations’, is an alternate program in education. The chance to
plan and control your own learning situation is available to you in
Explorations’.. You also have the opportunity to share your ideas
and goals with other interesting individuals. The program is a
fantastic experience to explore your own mind and the minds of
others and to re-evaluate your own beliefs.
Explorations’, is yourself.

One student’s journal contained the following description:

Explorations is simply stated: spontaneous! Everything that
happens is going to happen because it feels good. Any "community"
that appears will do so because it's just natural to share things
with people who are not ultimately trying to define and refine and
"legitimize" their existence. We are free and that's about as
We have space, and hugs, and books that
cotnniunity as you can get.
you don’t have to sign out for and 2 people who know their shit in
keeping things clean with administrators, and those same two people
know when to say "fuck off" or "i love you" and it just keeps
moving on through. There's honesty and there's people who feel
are
that toe program is bad, and there’s indifference, but those
to
feeLings and they’re expressed and where else are people willing
listen and act?
I

on gamExplorations! seemed to place a higher value on learning,
ing knowledge, on the verb to be, to act, to achieve.

12

Explorations, allowed me to use the obvious wealth of modern technocracy and remain an agent free and able to decide actions and
uses of materials
This ... at least makes one less alienated
to oneself and better able to make human choices.
.

The following word collage (written in December, 1971) is an

answer from the members to the question, "What is Explorations'.?":
Explorations', is a celebration, an adventure, an experiment in
alternative structures. It is self-evaluation, communication,
interaction and ICE CREAM. It is goodness and sex and music and
love and hate and weekends together and hard floors to sleep on.
It is chances--chances to fail and chances to know people and the
chance to do nothing without worrying. It is action and good food
and relating.
It is each person-- living, expanding, changing;
exploring ourselves. It is an open door.

We asked the students entering Explorations', in September,
to write down their feelings and perceptions about Explorations!.

19 72

The

following are a sample of their responses;
think this program is about the only one where
of education that I want.

I

I

can get the kind

This seems to be the best way for me to do what I want to do.
It will give me a chance to get away from the classroom atmosphere
and get out on my own.

feel it will be a challenge in the sense that I will be forced to
"act" rather than be "acted upon." I know that I can form my own
education and it will be a drastic change from the standpoint where
I feel it will be rewarding.
I am told what to do
I

.

been
It seems like a real life-saver for persons like me who have

disillusioned with school.
It seems to be excellent.
theory, it is amazing.

If it works as well in practice as in

Yay!
It's energetic.

I'm hoping for the best of best and expect to get

it

Exactly what

I

want.

13

It's a fantastic opportunity and an excellent program.

Super
I

think it's the most fantastic thing that ever happened.

It seems a little like a dream.

A whole world full of opportunity.
My wings are rusty but

wow',

a whole year to stretch them.

It is the sort of situation that I've dreamed about for so long.

Finally I feel there is a place for me at the university--a place
where ideas and feelings flourish. The charisma I feel in the
presence of Marsha and Jeff is so pure and fine I can taste it.
I know these are people who understand my previous academic frustrations, who really have a way in which I can express what for
so long has been suppressed by regulations
I see that within
the walls of the university there can be personal contact--a
learning beyond books--which in turn inspires a desire for teach.

ing.

CHAPTER III
THE RATIONALE OF EXPLORATIONS!

The rationale of Explorations', arose from our own experiences
and our own deep-seated beliefs about the nature of human beings and
the nature of education and learning.

spoken and written

Of course many others have

what we also say and they have no doubt played an

important part in the development of our philosophy.
to make, however,

The point we want

is that the philosophy of Explorations!

is ours.

It is our own beliefs and feelings which form the basis for it.

We do

not want to say that Explorations! rests upon the back of so-and-so-it rests upon our backs.

We are the ones who believe in it, we are the

ones who developed and implemented it and we want the responsibility
for it

>

(After each part expressing our views, however, we will include

quotes from various people who tend to support what we have said.)

Explorations! was a direct and strong statement of the way we

ourselves wanted to learn and we created Explorations! because we felt
that what we wanted others might also want.

First, we wanted to be left alone, to be free from the conedustraints and restrictions imposed by most of contemporary American

cation.

We were so tired of others telling us what our curriculum

See Selected Bibliography for a list of authors and works
which have influenced us
^
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vould be without us having a say in the decision.

We did not want

others to have this arbitrary power to decide what we should learn or

what was esseiitial for us to know.

Of course we wanted advice, infor-

mation and help from others and we wanted to share and interact with
others.

We did not want others, however, to dictate and enforce their

will upon us without our consent.
dom, autonomy and dignity.

possibilities.

We were human beings desiring free-

The school system did not allow us these

All Explorations! activities would be voluntary and we

would keep the requirements to an absolute minimum.

We would share

ourselves, our views and our beliefs and we would stand up for them.

However, we would not use arbitrary power such as grading to fail those

who disagreed with us or did not live up to our expectations.

We

would tell them what we thought but, in the end, they would make their
own decisions and live with whatever consequences resulted from these
decisions
It was in freedom that we felt we could most actualize our

potential and make the fullest use of our capabilities and the resources
of the world.

We created Explorations! so that others could do the

same.

Everett Reimer in his book School Is Dead has written about
freedom as we are using it here.

Defining freedom [he says], in its clearest if not its most
to
complete sense, as freedom from rather than freedom for leads
largely
in
propositions
factual
and
a definition of basic values
not
negative terms. The question becomes, as Paul Goodman says,
that
Philosophies
tolerate.
what shall we do but what will we
seem to l-^ad
state in positive terms what is and what should be,
the imposition
to
another,
to the constraint of one human being by
,
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of enlightenment upon the heathen. A philosophy based on the right
of maximum freedom from human constraint begins by denying the
right of any man to impose either truth or virtue upon another.
The implications of such a philosophy of freedom are very farreaching. They include, for example, aenial of the right to monopolize anything that other men need, since such monopoly is and
always has been used to constrain their freedom. Needs, moreover,
cannot be restrictively defined as those things immediately needed
to sustain life.
Denial of information, for example, leads to
denial of fresh air, pure water, and nutritious food.
A social and educational philosophy based upon prescription
rather than positive values may appear to contradict both the
Christian and the liberal traditions. Both, I believe, have been
perverted. Jesus said, "I came to fulfill the law," and the Mosaic
law, in so far as it applied to human affairs, was written in terms
of "thou shalt not." What Jesus taught was simply that fallible
human beings can fulfill the law only by going all the way, with
others. Because this is uncomfortable doctrine, being your
brother's keeper has been swung all the way around from going all
the way with him to constraining him- -for his own good- -to your
way; or to God's way, as you interpret it. Liberalism has been
even more blatantly perverted. It began as a doctrine of freedom
from constraint by others.
It has become the forced feeding of
persons who have been fenced away from food. Today's welfare programs are obvious attempts to find cheap substitutes for simple
justice. We give back to the poor only a fraction of what we take
away from them in monopolistic practices, many of which are actual
violations of unenforced laws
Negatively defined freedom is not opposed, as it may superficially appear to be, to a richly positive realization of the good
life.
It is opposed only to forcing any one concept of such a life
upon those who do not share it. Actually, negatively defined freedom provides the only universal basis for positive co-operation.
There is no other way of guaranteeing to each human being the
opportunity to join with others in any kind of co-operation that
does not deny equal opportunities to others.^

Paul Goodman has written the following:
We can, I believe, educate the young entirely in terms of their
free choice, with no processing whatever. Nothing can be efficiently learned, or, indeed, learned at all--other than through
parroting or brute training, when acquired knowledge is promptly
forgotten after the examination- -unless it meets need, desire.

Everett Reimer, School Is Dead: Alternatives in Education
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1971), pp 179-180.
(New York:
.
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or fantasy.
Unless there is a reaching from within,
the learning cannot become "second nature," as Aristotle called
true learning. It seems stupid to decide a priori what the young
ought to know and then to try to motivate them, instead of letting
the initiative come from them and putting information and relevant
equipment at their service. It is false to assert that this kind
of freedom will not serve society's needs--at least those needs
that should humanly be served; freedom is the only way toward
authentic citizenship and real, rather than verbal, philosophy.
Free choice is not random but responsive to real situations; both
youth and adults live in a nature of things, a polity, an ongoing
society, and it is these, in fact, that attract interest and channel need. If the young, as they mature, can follow their bent and
choose their topics, times, and teachers, and if teachers teach
what they themselves consider important--which is all they can
skillfully teach anyway--the needs of society will be adequately
met; there will be more lively, independent, and inventive people;
and in the fairly short run there will be a more sensible and
efficient society.

Every part of education can be open to need, desire, choice,
and trying out. Nothing needs to be compelled or extrins ically
motivated by prizes and threats.^
Ronald and Beatrice Gross, the editors of Radical School Reform

,

state that

Freedom is central [to radical school reform] because it is the
necessary condition of finding the way to viable teaching and learning. Breaking out of the constraints and compulsions of the surrounding Culture and society, of the hierarchical and authoritarian
structure of educational institutions, of obsolete attitudes toward
.--these are necessary preconditions to basic change.
people .
.

Second, we wanted to make the decisions concerning our own edu-

cation

— what

we would learn, how we would learn, when we would learn,

and where we would learn.

We felt we were able to survey the world

and ourselves and make the decisions concerning our education.

Paul Goodman, "Freedom and Learning:
Saturday Review , May 18, 1968, pp. 73-75.

York;

^ Beatrice and Ronald Gross, eds
Simon and Schuster, 1969), p. 96.

.

,

the Need for Choice,'

Radical School Reform (New
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Moreover, we felt we were the most capable people to make these decisions.

We were the ones most in touch with ourselves and what we

wanted.

It seemed presumptuous of anyone else to dictate our curricu-

lum--offer advice, yes, but dictate,

Surely we could function with

no'.

our fellow human beings in a more co-operative and friendly manner,

supporting and encouraging each other, offering ourselves to each other,
rather than dictating to each other what the other had better do if
CO desired a credential.

Surely we could, as a group, create the or-

ganization we wanted in an active and dynamic process that would continually be responsive to our needs.
We, as well, wanted to be trusted as human beings capable of

seeking relevant information and making the correct decisions for us.
We felt trust was an important quality and one which we wanted as a
part of our environment.

We created Explorations', so that we could work in an environment congruent with our beliefs and values and so that we could offer,
to those who chose to participate, the opportunity to be masters of

their own education and to work with others in a co-operative, supportive and encouraging environment where trust would be a basic dynamic.
The Parkway Program in the School District of Philadelphia has

written the following:
it must first be admitted that each student has a right to
make decisions about his own education, and that unless the student
never be
is permitted to make those decisions, his education can
[and that] unless the student
as useful to him as it might be
has the support of the educational institution, unless he feels
account,
that his interests and needs and goals will be taken into
resources will help that student learn. If the
.

.

.

.

no wealth of

.

.
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student is assured of all these things, however, he will learn
almost anywhere. He can't help it. For learning, almost like
breathing, is a natural thing.

Charles Silberman in Crisis in the Classroom says

"...

that

IsS’tning is likely to be more effective if it grows out of what inter-

ests the learner, rather than what interests the teacher."^

Peter Wagschal in Student Responsibility and the Nature of the

Learning Process presents a detailed analysis of the learning process
and argues, as a result,

"...

that individual learners are the best

judges of what they need to know at every point in their educational
.,7

careers

Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner in Teaching as a Subver sive Activity add another dimension to what these others are saying.

They point out that
a teacher can, without injuring the learning process, suggest
all sorts of things for study. No one has ever said that children
themselves are the only, or necessarily the best, source for
articulating relevant areas of inquiry. What has been said is that,
regardless of its source, unless an inquiry is perceived as relevant by the learner, no significant learning will take place.®
.

.

.

John Holt in How Children Learn states his view that

education rests on a belief that, though there is much evidence to Support it, I cannot prove, and that may never be
.

.

.

Quoted from The Parkway Program School District of Philadelphia, c/o The Franklin Institute, 20th Street and the Parkway, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19103.
^

^

,

Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom , p. 209.

Peter Wagschal, "Student Responsibility and the Nature of the
Learning Process" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation. University of Massachusetts, 1969), p. 86.
^

®

p.

52.

Postman and Weingartner, Teaching as a Subversive Activity,
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pi^oved .
Call it a faith. This faith is that man is by nature
a learning animal.
Birds fly, fish swim; man thinks and learns.
Therefore we do not need to "motivate” [human beings]
into
learning, by wheedling, bribing, or bullying. We do not need to
keep picking away at their minds to make sure they are learning.
What we need to do
[is to give them] as much help and guidance as they need and ask for; listen respectively when they
feel like talking; and then get out of the way. We can trust them
to do the rest.^
.

.

.

.

.

.

Jack Gibb in Notes on TORI Theory and TORI Community gives a

detailed account of trust and fear and the part they play in the
growth process
Trust and fear are the primary dynamics of this process. The feartrust level becomes an organismic habit which is central to the
personality of the individual, group, or organization. Fear and
trust are co-existent and polar states which are the ambivalent
themes of human life. They are master processes which predetermine
and control the other psychological events in the social organism.
Trust levels are high when the primary concerns [acceptance, data
flow, goal formation, and social control] are being genuinely
resolved. When trust levels are high persons give and receive love
and trust, give and receive communication in depth, give and
receive self-fulfillment, and give and receive freedom. The formation of greater trust and the concomitant reduction of fear results
in increased behavior that is personal, open, self-determining, and
interdependent
Personal behavior is being one's self-- impulsive, intimate,
spontaneous and real--in relation to another person. A trusting
person interacts with others as he feels about them at the moment
and flows with the evolving relationship. He is not "in role,"
and does not assume roles and attitudes in order to affect appropriate situational behavior.
Open behavior is sharing feelings and perceptions with another
person candidly and directly. An open person is transparent,
available and in harmony with himself, rather than covertly strategic or closed.
Self-determining behavior is assertive, actualizing and fulfilling. A person who is self-realizing has an integrity in being who
he deeply is and doing what he deeply wants to do.
Interdependent behavior is reciprocally, rather than unilaterally fulfilling and dependent, with little or no feelings of

John Holt, How Children Learn (New York:
Corporation, 1967), p. 189.
^

Pitman Publishing
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constraint. Tha relationship transcends the sum of the contributions of the individuals.
Interdependence ( v?ith-ness ) is the
essential attribute to the growth experience. It is in the deepest with-ness that the most enriching and fulfilling experiences
of humanness occur.
The assumption is that healthy systems grow with high trust and its
correlates: role freedom, openness, self-determination, and freedom.
The emergence and flow of these growth forces are optimized
when necessary organizational functions are performed by relatively
"role- free” members in spontaneous response to perceived needs--in
families, work teams, therapy groups, schoolrooms--rather than when
performed as role prescriptions by parents, supervisors, therapists, or teachers.
Third, we felt we learned best when the environment embodied
the values,

ideas and philosophy that were being spoken about--when

there was a congruency between what was being taught and how it was

We learned best about freedom by being free; we learned best

taught.

about trust by being trusted and we learned best to make decisions by

making decisions.

In fact, we believe we learned more from how the

subject matter was taught than from what was taught.

We determined to make Explorations', a living model of the values and philosophy we believed in--it would operate in freedom, all

activities would be voluntary, the program would be responsive to the

wants of its members, and the participants would be trusted to make
their own decisions.

Postman and Weingartner state that

”...

the critical content

of any learning experience is the method or process through which the

Jack R. Gibb, Notes on TORI Theory and TORI Community (New
England Center, Box 575, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002, 1972), pp. 1-3,
passim
.
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learning occurs.

Charles Silberman adds that

educators must realize
that how they teach and how they
act may be more important than what they teach. The way we do
things
shapes values more directly and more effectively than
the way we teach about them.
[Students] ... are taught a host
of lessons about values, ethics, morality, character, and conduct
every day of the week, less by the content of the curriculum than
by the way schools are organized, the way teachers and parents
behave, the way they talk to [students]
and to each other,
the kinds of behavior they approve or reward and the kinds they
disapprove or punish. These lessons are far more powerful than the
verbalizations that accompany them and that they frequently controvert
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ivan Illich in Celebration of Awareness adds that

Every one of us, and every group with which we live and work, must
become the model of the era which we desire to create. The many
models which will develop should give each one of us an environment
in which we can celebrate our potential--and discover the way into
a more humane world.
Fourth, we wanted, for our education, to be able to make use of
the many resources which exist outside of the formal school system.

We

did not feel that the formal school curriculum was necessarily the most

important or relevant for us and our education.

We believed that learn-

ing could take place anywhere a learner designated as appropriate for
CO.

We ourselves had met many people and had had many experiences out-

side of the formal school system which we felt were most educational
for us and we wanted these experiences to be on a par with those within

the formal school system.

We also felt that we could learn by participating in the on-

going sociecy-- that there were many useful activities which we could

Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom

,

p. 9.

Ivan Illich, Celebration of Awareness (Garden City, New York
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1969, 1970), p. 15.
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perform end from which we would learn, with the result that education
of this kind would be participation as well as preparation.

In Zxplorations

'•

we recognized uhe appropriateness of both

classroom and non-classroom learning, leaving it up to the learner to
decide which situation was best suited for co

.

Explorations', allows

students to capitalize on those experiences and situations which are

most meaningful and relevant to them, whatever and wherever they may be.
Two major innovations in higher education, the University Without Walls

14

and Empire State College,

15

rely on the use of non- formal

and non-classroom learning experiences.

Both of these educational in-

stitutions make use of the many resources which exist outside of the
formal school system and they see these off-campus experiences playing
a major part in each student's education.

"The University Without Walls is a program of the Union for
Experimenting Colleges and Universities, an association of twenty- five
institutions that have joined to encourage research and experimentation
in higher education. Headquarters of the Union are at Antioch College,
Yellow Springs, Ohio.
The University Without Walls is an alternative form of higher
It seeks to build highly individualized and flexible proeducation.
grams of learning and makes use of new and largely untapped resources
It moves toward a new faith in the student
for teaching and learning.
and his capacity for learning on his own, while at the same time providing close and continuing contact between the student and teacher.
(Union for Experimenting Colleges and Universities, the University With
Union for Experiment
a first report [Yellow Springs, Ohio:
out Walls:
ing Colleges and Universities, 1971], pp ii-1.
.

"Empire State College is the 72nd and newest institution of
It is a non- residential college whos
the State University of New York.
students earn degrees without being attached to a specific campus or
attending traditional classes. Its coordinating center at Saratoga
Springs reaches out to students through regional learning centers."
Springs,
(State University of New York, Empire State College [Saratoga
State University of New York, 1972], p. 2.)
N.Y.:
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To quote from the University Without Walls:

a

first report

:

There are many ways in which students can learn; the traditional
college class in which the professor lectures or leads discussion
is one way.
Students also learn from their own firsthand experiences, from friends, from employers or supervisors, from television, radio, films, newspapers, magazines, books, travel, and
interaction in various cultures and sub-cultures.

Many persons outside the regular educational institution can contribute significantly to students' undergraduate experience. Limiting
educational leadership to the faculty of the colleges and universities deprives students of working with those men and women who
are outstanding in their own role and able to give students the
most up-to-date viewpoints. Any society should include among its
educators its best artists, scientists, writers, musicians,
dancers, physicians, lawyers, clergymen, industrialists, financiers,
and other specialists.
Not even the largest "multiversity" can offer all the resources
needed by students today. One possibility, in our mobile society,
is freedom for the student to go wherever he is able to find what
he needs.
In addition, the student's education may be greatly
enhanced if he can be part of the "mix" of more than one educational institution.^^

Empire State College

"...

recognizes that significant learning

occurs outside formal educational settings--at work, at home, in com-

munity activities, through travel, and from individual reading and
17

study."

Royce Pitkin and George Beecher of Goddard College have this
to say:

The danger, the tendency to divorce out-of-school and in-school
experience, affects the college student seriously and adversely.
Although he is usually a young adult with a substantial amount
of knowledge, a good mind, and plenty of vitality, he is usually
assigned a rather passive and, to him, insignificant role in a

Union for Experimenting Colleges and Universities, the Unia first report
pp. 27-32, passim
Walls:
Without
versity
.

,

State University of New York, Empire State College

,

p.

66.
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world that is teeming with problems and challenges. Instead
of being a contributor, the typical college student is a receiver;
instead of being a participant in the world's work, he is an onlooker, a spectator.
In the classroom and on the campus, he may be presented with
ideas, facts, and theories that others have developed, but he has
very few opportunities to test them by his own experience. In a
very real and damaging sense, the college student is too frequently forced to live without carrying serious responsibilities
and to extend his childhood into his adult years. Too rarely
does he find himself in situations where he is required to use
his talents and his knowledge in the solution of a problem that
has serious social consequences.
In this setting, the development
of the student as a productive personality is delayed, the rate
and amount of significant learning are reduced, and many of the
satisfactions of living are not realized.
But when students participate in the kinds of activities
described in this chapter, they are cast in new responsible roles.
They are required by the nature of their environment to do the
work of adults, and what they do has significance and observable
consequences; that is, what they are doing is important because it
makes a difference to others. They become contributors to their
society and consequently experience the rewards and satisfactions
that come to those who feel they are doing something that counts
and is worthwhile.
Because those with whom they work and study and live in offcampus situations accord them respect and recognition as adults,
they respond accordingly and gain in self-confidence. Because
they must put their theories to the test of practical conditions,
and their knowledge to work on problems that have to be solved,
their learning is enhanced, and their understanding increased.
The more they derive satisfaction from their work, the more they
are motivated to learn and to do. As a result of their off-campus
experience, the students see teachers and studies in a different
light and thus are able to make better use of the resources for
learning on the college campus.^®
We can also draw upon the work done in three additional fields
to further support the rationale of Explorations'..

These fields are

self-directed learning, psychology and psychotherapy and organizational
behavior
Royce S. Pitkin and George Beecher, "Extending the Educain
Learning,
tional Environment: The Community as a Resource for
(New
Baskin
Samuel
by
ed.
Some Newer Developments
Higher Education:
177-178.
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965), pp
,

.
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Much thought and study has been given to the use of selfdirected learning
be defined

.

.

.

in higher education.

Self-directed learning can

as independent work or reading,

sometimes on one's

own, sometimes in small groups, but with such work taking place in the

absence of the teacher and in lieu of certain regularly scheduled class

meetings m20
There is a good deal of evidence that students can assume

greater share of the responsibility for their own learning
.

a

21

and that

students are able to learn as well with much less class time than

22
we have been accustomed to require of them."

Further, recent research lends little support to the hypothesis

that only intellectually superior students can profit from self-directed
study.

23

Rather, the implication of the work done with self-directed

study Is that it can be used with a wide range of students.

Allen Tough notes that self-directed learning has also been
called self- teaching, self-instruction, self-education, independent
Educational
study and individual study.
( Learning Without a Teacher
Research Series No. 3 [Toronto: Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, 1967]), p. 3.
,

20

'Samuel Baskin, "Quest for Quality," in New Dimensions in
Higher Education , ed. by Winslow Hatch (Washington, D. C.: Government
Printing Office, 1960), p. 3.
9

Bruce Bearing, "The Student on His Own: Independent Study,
in Higher Education: Some Newer Developments ed. by Samuel Baskin
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1365), p. 53.
,

22

Baskin, Quest for Quality

,

p.

9.

Howard E. Gruber, "The Future of Self-Directed Study," in
Richards
Approaches to Indepe ndent Study ed by Winslow Hatch and Alice
7.
p.
Office,
1965),
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing
,

.
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There is good evidence from programs already in effect that
in some areas and for some purposes it not only is an acceptable substitute for conventional instruction for average
and marginal students but also is actually more effectual.
It appears that just as an able student may catch fire and
speed ahead of his associates if freed from the rigid structure and standard pace of the classroom situation, a marginal
student, if he is permitted to proceed at a pace consistent
with his own needs and capacities, may gain confidence and
mastery in dealing with materials that otherwise might defeat
him.

According to Dr. Frank Brown writing in Education by Appointment ,
Teacher training institutions should now be developing
instructional methodologies designed to help their future
graduates establish an increasing amount of independence in
the learning process.
It is a sad commentary that the teacher training institutions
which have an enormous influence on the kind of learning that
goes on in the schools are still worrying about the old curriculum
cliches of scope and sequence--yet in modern curricula we shouldn't
worry about sequence at all. Instead, we should recognize that
students learn in batches instead of by steps and we should
concentrate on what is manageable for the student
.

The epitome of the matter is that teacher training institutions
should be well underway with the development of a new brand of^
teacher training designed to turn out a new breed of teacher.

Allen Tough in Learning Without

a

Teacher emphasizes the impor-

tance of the institution facilitating self-directed learning by making

arrangements for the students to obtain assistance from certain staff

members or non-human resources.

He states that educators should not

expect a person engaged in self-directed learning to work alone without

Bearing, "The Student on His Own," p. 55.
Dr. Frank Brown, Education by Appointment (West Nyack, N.Y.:
Parker Publishing Company, 1968), pp. 109-110.
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any assistance from the institutional staff.^^
We feel this material indicates that there is much evidence
from the work done with independent study co support the
self-directed

nature of Explorations'..

Turning to the fields of psychology and psychotherapy and the

writings of Carl Rogers we find a number of principles which we believe
are applicable to a program such as Explorations', and which lend fur-

ther support to its basic tenets.
1 ) Human beings have a natural potentiality for learning
They are curious about their world, until and unless this curiosity
is blunted by their experience in our educational system.
They are
ambivalently eager to develop and learn. The reason for the ambivalence is that any significant learning involves a certain amount
of pain, either pain connected with the learning itself or distress
connected with giving up certain previous learnings ....
This potentiality and desire for learning, for discovery, for
enlargement of knowledge and experience, can be released under
suitable conditions. It is a tendency which can be trusted.
.

.

2

)

.

.

Significant learning takes place when the subject matter

is perceived by the s tudent as having relevance for his own pur poses
A somewhat more formal way of stating this is that a person
learns significantly only those things which he perceives as
.

being involved in the maintenance of or the enhancement of his own
self.

.

.

.

Another element related to this principle has to
speed of learning. When an individual has a goal he
achieve and he sees the material available to him as
achieving that goal, learning takes place with great

do with the
wishes to
relevant to
rapidity.
.

Learning which involves a change in self organization - in
the perception of oneself- - is threatening and tends to be res is ted
3

)

4.) Those learnings which are threatening to the self are more
easily perceived and assimilated when external threats are at a
a supportive, understanding environment and a lack
minimum.
of grades, or an encouragement of self evaluation, remove [s] the

...
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.

.

Tough, Learning Without a Teacher , p. 76.

.
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external threats and permit [s]
[the student] to make progress
because be is no longer paralyzed by fear.
.

,

.

5 ) When threat to the self is low
exper ience can be perceived
differentiated
fashion
and
learning
can
proceed
in
In a sense
this is only an extension of, or an explanation of, the preceding
principle.
Any sort of learning involves an increasing differentiation of the field of experience and the assimilation of the
meanings of these differentiations. Such differentiations, it
seems to me, are most effectively made under two sharply differing
kinds of conditions. They may occur when the threat to the organism
is intense, but such threats are quite different than threats to
the self as perceived. The combat soldier, for example, learns very
quickly to distinguish the shriek of a shell going high overhead
from the whine of one which is coming in his direction. He learns
to discriminate very readily a normal footpath from one whose surface has been disturbed, since the latter may be a land mine. He
is, in these instances, responding to threat of a very serious
nature, but this is threat to his organism and not a threat to the
self he perceives himself to be. In fact the more quickly he can
learn these discriminations the more his self is enhanced. In the
ordinary educational situation, however, such realistic life and
death threats are rare and when these exist pupils respond well to
them. Children learn traffic rules, for example, quite readily
and comfortably. But humiliation, ridicule, devaluation, scorn
and contempt-- these are threats to the person himself, to the perception he has of himself and as such interfere strongly with
learning.
On the other hand, as described above, when threat to the
8.
self is minimized, the individual makes use of opportunities to
learn in order to enhance himself.
,

.

.

.

.

is acquired through doing
confrontation with pracexperiential
in
direct
student
Placing the
philosophical problems,
and
ethical
problems,
tical problems, social
one
of the most effective
problems,
is
and
research
personal issues,
modes of promoting learning.

6

)

Much significant learning

.

.

.

.

Learning is facilitated when the student participates
When he chooses his own direcresponsibly in the learning process
resources, formulates his
learning
tions, helps to discover his own
lives with the conaction,
own problems, decides his own course of
learning is
significant
sequences of each of these choices, then
from the
as
well
as
maximized. There is evidence from industry
far more
is
learning
field of education that such participative
effective than passive learning.
7 )

.

Self- initiated learning which involves the whole person of
lasting and
the learner-- feelings as well as intellect - is the mos
is that
situations
... An important element in these
pervasive
)

.
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the 9.
learner knows it is his own learning and thus can hold to
it
li'^^'jish it in the face of a more profound learning
without
having to turn to some authority for corroboration of his judge-

ment

.

Independence creativity and self-reliance are all facil)
itated when self-criticism and self-evaluation are basic and
ion by others is o f s econdary importance
The best research
organizations, in industry as well as in the academic world, have
learned that creativity blossoms in an atmosphere of freedom.
10.
External
evaluation is largely fruitless if the goal is creative
work.
The child or adolescent who is dependent both at
school and at home upon the evaluations of others is likely to
reraa^'n permanently dependent and immature or explosively rebellious against all external evaluations and judgements.
,

,

.

.

.

.

) The most socially useful learning in the modern world is
the learning of the process of learning a continuing openness to
experience and incorporation into oneself of the process of change
a static kind of learning of information may have been quite
adequate in previous times. If our present culture survives it will
be because we have been able to develop individuals for whom change
is the central fact of life and who have been able to live comfortably with this central fact. It means that they will not be concerned, as so many are today, that their past learning is inadequate to enable them to cope with current situations. They will
instead have the comfortable expectation that it will be continuously necessary to incorporate new and challenging learnings about
,

.

.

.

.

ever-changing situations

From the field of organizational behavior there

is also

theory and research to support a program such as Explorations*..

much
Authors

Such as Douglas McGregor, Chris Argyris and Frederick Herzberg have

written much on organizations in industrial settings and we feel we
can apply much of what they say to educational organizations and specifically to Explorations'.

In this approach we see teachers, professors

and program directors as the managers and the students as the employees
or workers

.

Carl Rogers, Freedom to Learn (Columbus, Ohio:
Merrill Publishing Company, 1969), pp. 157-164.

Charles E.
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Douglas McGregor has described what he considers are two
opposing views of human nature calling them respectively Theory
X and

Theory

Theory X assumes that most peopie prefer to be directed and

Y.

are not interested in assuming responsibility.

Theory X assumptions

lead to structure, control and close supervision with the belief that

external control is clearly appropriate for dealing with unreliable,
irresponsible and immature people.

Theory Y, on the other hand, assumes

that people are not , by nature, lazy and unreliable but rather can be

self-directed and creative at work.

Theory Y assumptions lead to less

structure, control and supervision and to less external control allowing

more and more self-control.^^
Theory X assumptions are:
1

The average human being has an inherent dis like of work and
will avoid it if he can.

2

Because of this human characteristic of dislike of work most
people must be coerced controlled directed threatened with
punishment to get them to put forth adequate effort toward the
achievement of organizational objectives
,

,

,

,

.

The average human being prefers to be directed
responsibility has re latively little ambition
above all.^^

3

,

,

,

wishes to avoid
wants security

Theory Y assumptions are:
1

.

The expenditure of phys ical and mental effort in work is as
The average human being does not
natural as play or rest
.

Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard, Management of Organiza
Inc.,
Prentice-Hall,
tional Behavior (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
1969) , pp 40-42
.

Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960), pp. 33-34.
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inherently dislike work. Depending upon controllable conditions, work may be a source of satisfaction (and will be voluntarily performed) or a source of punishment (and will be avoided
if possible)
.

External control and the threat of punishment are not the only
means for bringing about effort toward organizational objectives
Man will exercise self-direction and self -control in the service
of objectives to which he is committed

2.

.

Commitment to objectives is _a function of the rewards associated
with their achievement
The most significant of such rewards,
e.g., the satisfaction of ego and self-actualization needs, can
be direct products of effort directed toward organizational objectives

3.

.

.

4.

The average human being learns under proper conditions not
only to accept but to seek responsibility
Avoidance of responsibility, lack of ambition, and emphasis on security are generally
consequences of experience, not inherent human characteristics.
,

,

.

5

.

The capacity to exercise a relatively high degree of imagination
ingenuity and creativity in the solution of organizational
problems is widely not narrowly distributed in the population
,

,

6

.

.

,

Under the conditions of modern industrial life the intellectual
potentialities of the average human being are only partially
utilized 3U
,

.

With reference to Theory
Y assumptions

"...

Y,

McGregor goes on to say that Theory

are dynamic rather than static:

possibility of human growth and development

.

.

.

They indicate the

[and that] if em-

ployees [students] are lazy, indifferent, unwilling to take responsibility,

intransigent, uncreative, uncooperative. Theory Y implies that the

causes lie in management's

[teacher's] methods of organization and con-

We believe Explorations!

is an

organizational expression of

McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise , pp
Ibid.

,

p. 48.

.

47-48.

,
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McGregor's Theory Y assumptions.

We feel Explorations', gives students

the opportunity to exercise self-direction and self-control
and to

assume greater freedom and responsibility yith respect to their educa-

tion and their professional preparation as educators.
Chris Argyris's investigations of industrial organizations has
led him to believe that keeping people immature is built into the very

nature of these organizations.
tional organizations.)

(We say the same holds true for educa-

He contends that, in these organizations, workers

(students) are given minimal control over their environment, are encour-

aged to be passive, dependent and subordinate, and to act in immature

ways rather than as mature adults.

In opposition to this, Argyris

challenges management (teachers) to provide a work climate in which

everyone has a chance to grow and mature as an individual.
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We believe Explorations! creates an opportunity for the students
to grow as individuals and to engage in more mature behavior.

Students

in Explorations! are no longer passive learners but now become masters
of their own education.

They are free to control their own environment,

to be independent, to converse with the program directors as equals and
to explore and become involved in projects which have meaning and rele-

vance for them.

From his research on giving more responsibility and self-control
to workers, Argyris determined that there is an initial period when pro-

ductivity and morale go down and then later, succeeding this period,
there is a dramatic increase in productivity and morale.
32
p

.

44.

It is with

Hersey and Blanchard, Management of Organizational Behavior

,
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this in ciind that we made Explorations', a total package program
involv-

ing all the credits each semester for two semesters, thus
giving us a

total academic year (nine months) to realise our goals and to have ade-

quate lead time to pass through these sequences successfully.

In

essence this length of time served to protect the students from a too

early formal evaluation of their progress.
The Motivation- Hygiene Theory developed by Frederick Herzberg

gives us another perspective by which to view Explorations'.. Herzberg

concluded from a study he and his colleagues conducted 33 that people

have
two different categories of needs which are essentially independent
of each other and affect behavior in different ways
He found that
when people felt dissatisfied with their jobs, they were concerned
about the environment in which they were working. On the other
hand, when people felt good about their jobs, this had to do with
the work itself.
.

Herzberg called the first category of needs 'hygiene factors' and the
second category of needs 'motivators.'
The major hygiene factors (dissatisf iers) were found to be com-

pany policy and administration, supervision, salary, interpersonal relations and working conditions, while the major motivators (satisfiers)

were found to be achievement, recognition, work itself, responsibility
and advancement-- the last three being of greater importance for lasting
change of attitudes.

From this it can be seen that the factors involved in producing

Frederick Herzberg, Bernard Mausner, and Barbara Block Snyder
Inc., 1959)
man. The Motivation to Work (New York: John Wiley and Sons,
Hersey and Blanchard, Management of Organizational Behavior
p. 47.

,
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job satisfaction are separate and distinct from the factors that
lead
to job dissatisfaction.

polar trait.9
taslCj

:

Thus job satisfaction is made up of two uni-

the factors that lead to satisfaction (achievement on a

recognition for task achievement, the nature of the task, respon-

sibility for a task and professional advancement or growth in task capability) contribute very little to job dissatisfaction and, conversely,
the dissatis f iers (kind of administration and supervision received in

doing the job, the nature of interpersonal relationships and working
conditions that surround the job and the effect of salary) contribute

very little to job satisfaction.
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Using the perspective of the Motivation- Hygiene Theory we can
say that Explorations! is an attempt to include and to have operable the

motivators.

The students define the nature of their own education; they

are responsible for their education and they have much room for profes-

sional advancement and growth in their chosen area of endeavor.

As well,

since the students can get involved in experiences commensurate with
their own level of capability and aspirations there is a strong possi-

bility of achievement.

Further, recognition is available (and hopefully

given) by the people the students work with (e.g., cooperating teacher

and students in a student teaching situation) and especially from the

program directors.

We considered it to be of major importance that we

know what each student was doing so that we could recognize their achievements and support their taking increasing responsibility and challenge.

A central part of Herzberg's work

is the idea of job enrichment.

Frederick Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man (Cleveland:
The World Publishing Company, 1966), pp 72-77, passim.
.
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This means enriching the nature of the job itself--an
example being

giving the employee responsibility for a whole operation
such as the
total assembly of a radio or a sub-component such as a motor
for an

automobile.

This notion is in opposition, or at least different from,

job rotation which has the employee moving from one specialized job
to

^^other (e.g., putting a car door on today and the wheels on tomorrow)
Unfortunately, educational innovation has too often focused on job

rotation (e.g., changing the semester system to a quarter system or
tri-semester system which results in just more boring courses)

.

is needed is a restructuring of the learning experience itself.

a

What
We be-

lieve Explorations', with its total package structure is an example of
job enrichment.

Here the students get total responsibility for the

job--their education.
Furthermore, we made a big effort to take care of the students'

hygiene needs so that the students would not be unhappy nor dissatisfied.

We worked with them to set policy for the program, we had an

office and mailboxes for each student and being a small, highly personalized program we had very good interpersonal relations and the advising
was done within the program.

These factors resulted in, we believe,

very good hygiene factors within Explorations

I

and aided in the pro-

gram's success.
It seems clear to us that the work of people such as McGregor,

Argyris, and Herzberg supports educational endeavors such as Explorations'.

.

It also seems clear that as industry creates jobs with more

responsibility and challenge for its workers, so educators must provide
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educational models which will train workers for these more
challenging
and responsible jobs.
We have tried in this chapter to give the reader an understanding of the underlying rationale of Explorations'..

We believe that

Explorations', embodies a distinct and comprehensive wor ld-view--a cer-

tain way of seeing human beings and the process of education and learning.

We have tried to enunciate and elaborate upon those points which

we feel are most germane to the program--at any rate they are the ones
of which we are conscious--and we hope that the reader is now aware of
the particular philosophy, beliefs, values, assumptions and precepts

upon which Explorations', is based.

CHAPTER

IV

THE GOALS OF EXPLORATIONS

I

Explorations, has been defined as both freedom from and freedom

^or.

Freedom from refers to those parts of Explorations', which remove

the constraints inhibiting each individual's action.

Freedom for

is

another aspect of Explorations! and includes our hopes and expectations
ihe students

.

The tension between these two forces — — between free-

ing the students from all constraints, on the one hand, and yet, on the
other, having expectations and hopes for them which we firmly believe

represents one of the most challenging dynamics of Explorations!.

Also there were Massachusetts State Department of Education certification requirements^ to be taken into account, as well as

a requirement

from the School of Education that an explicit goal of combatting

Elementary School Teacher (Kindergarten through Grade VIII) 18 semester hours in Elementary Education. Not less than 2 semester
hours must be in supervised student teaching in the elementary grades.
The remaining semester hours must include courses covering 2 or more
of the following areas; Educational Psychology, including Child Growth
and Development, Philosophy of Education, Methods and Materials in
Elementary Education, Curriculum Development in Elementary Education.
Secondary School Teacher (Junior and Senior High Schools) Not less than 2 semester
12 semester hours in Secondary Education.
hours must be in supervised student teaching in the secondary schools.
The remaining semester hours must include courses covering 2 or more
of the following areas: Educational Psychology, including Adolescent
Growth and Development, Philosophy of Education, Methods and Materials
ia Secondary Education, 18 semester hours in major subject field or
fields
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institutional racism be included.
The above dynamics resulted in our formulating a group of goals
for the individuals in the program and a group of goals for the program.

Our intention here was to keep these to a minimum for goals imposed by
us would necessarily, to some degree, constrain the freedom of the

individuals in the program.
The goals for the individual participants in Explorations', were

divided into three groupings--requirements

,

expectations and hopes.

We

chose these different labels to differentiate between the various kinds
of goals.

Requirements had to be done if the students wished to

receive credit.

Expectations were activities which we expected the

students to do and which we would push them to do- -however, they would
not be failed if they did not complete them.

Hopes represented results

which we hoped the students would realize but over which we had little
power to control.

Again they would not fail if they did not accomplish

our hopes

Goals for the Individuals

Requirements
a)

Each student must grade coself
at the end of each semester.
Explorations', operates within the structure of the University

of Massachusetts and thus a grade must be turned in at the end of each

semester if the student wishes to receive credit for the work co has
done.

This grade can be only 'pass' or 'fail' as the School of Education
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operates strictly on a pass/faiL basis.

We chose that the students

grade themselves rather than us grading them.
We asked each student to write us a letter stating the
grade
they wanted.

When doing this we asked them

to share their reasons as

to why they had given themselves this grade and we asked them
to indi-

cate whether they would accept these reasons from one of their students
if they were a teacher.

We did this to try to bring into focus the

congruence between what they wanted for themselves and what they wanted
from others
We did not want to have the arbitrary power over the students

given to us by the grading system.

We felt that in order to maintain

the quality of freedom we had envisaged it was necessary for the stu-

dents to be in control of their own grading.
of the 'position'

We thus freed ourselves

power which was traditionally ours; we maintained

the 'personal' power to confront the students whenever we chose.

We

believed this arrangement would free the students from being forced
into living up to our expectations and hopes if they chose not to and

yet still allow us to confront them on issues we believed were important.

b)

Each student desiring Massachusetts State certification
must do at least one month of student teaching in a
school setting at the grade level for which co wants
certification.
First, this requirement meets the legally defined minimum stu-

dent teaching experience required by the State of Massachusetts for cer-

tification.
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Second, this requirement protects us from
preparing a teacher

who is eligible for certification and who has not had
any experience

whatsoever in a school setting.

We do not believe that a one month

student teaching experience necessarily prepares one to be an
excellent
teacher (nor do we believe a semester experience necessarily
prepares
one to be an excellent teacher)

.

Our intention is that the students

use the whole nine months of the program to prepare themselves for
ex-

cellence, choosing whatever activities they believe will best prepare
them.

The one month is a minimum

— it

does not necessarily represent

Our ideal.

Third, this requirement insures that each of the students within Explorations! who desires to teach has had some experience within

school setting.

a

We feel this is important as it gives them an experi-

ence base upon which to make decisions concerning what teaching entails
and whether teaching is a career for them.

We told the students that we would not act as their supervisors
for their student teaching experiences.

We would act as their 'advisors'

however, but would only come to their field sites when specifically

requested by them to do so.

We explained to the students that we be-

lieved their cooperating teacher would have the major impact on them
and so they should choose their co-operating teacher with most care.

We encouraged them to have open and honest relationships with their co-

operating teachers and co-workers so that there would be a maximum flow
of relevant data which would maximize their learning.

We ended by tell-

ing them that not having active supervision might be seen by some as a
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weakness and they should take this dynamic into consideration
when
®3.king a decision to enter Explorations'..

Expectations
a)

Each student will increase cos awareness of institutional racism and sexism and the bearing these have
on cos behavior and attitude.
The School [of Education and we concur] is committed to the idea
that education can and should be a powerful instrument for social
change. A major step in the implementation of this philosophy
took place in April, 1971, when the School adopted the following
resolution.
We hold racism* to be the central pathology of our time
and the most challenging issue facing all social institutions
The damage created by not dealing with this issue
has reached such alarming proportions that tackling the problem head on can brook no further delay.
.

Since institutions function as the primary means of transmitting racism to the oncoming generation, Education [sic],
if it is to achieve contemporary relevance, must fully
address itself to the issue by mounting a massive program
and intervention designed to block the transmission of racism
to the next generation.

Committment to such a program means, at the very least, that
all members of the School of Education community will be expected to work toward a full understanding of this issue,
how it has bearing on the behavior and attitude of educators,
and to develop strategies for immediate use in reducing institutional racism. At the most, committment to such a program
will require the School of Education to rearrange its priorities; it means modifying all the policies which govern our
operations (ranging from admissions procedures to faculty recruitment criteria) and revamping our courses and Center offerings to reflect those priorities. Finally, it means allocating
as many material and human resources as are required to get
the job done.

*We are presenting the definition of racism that will be in
operation throughout our efforts. This definition of racism
is the same that the Kerner report speaks of-- the racism that
is part of our daily American life.

Racism is the ingrained belief of the superiority of one race
In America at this time in history, the
over other races.
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White race is the dominant (superior) one and in a position
of power. This power is used to oppress Blacks and other
minority races and to maintain the status-quo.

Racism is manifested in institutions that work to the advantage of Whites and to the disadvantage of Black people and
other racial minorities; whether those institutions and
policies are consciously racist or unconsciously racist is
not the issue.

We have added sexism 3 as we feel it is important and analogous

b)

Each student will take cos full complement of credits
each semester within the Explorations', program.
We designed Explorations! as a total package program and felt

that by having the students take their full complement of credits within the program that we would be maximizing their freedom.

We wanted

the students to be responsible only to themselves and to us for their

credits and to be free from outside pressure and requirements (e.g.,
attendance, papers, exams) which might have been imposed by other

courses and professors.

We encouraged them to audit any outside cour-

ses whose content they wanted.

We felt that in this manner the students

would be free to continually re-evaluate whether the experiences in
which they were involved were meaningful and relevant to them.

As well,

this plan would free the students to move on to new experiences and

opportunities as they so chose resulting in the fullest freedom possible for the students.

We made exceptions to this for students who,

for one reason or another, had to take (e.g., to fulfill University

^

Brainerd, A View/A Review/A Vision

,

p.

29.

^The practices and institutions of our society which are based
on and perpetuate a belief in male supremacy and female inferiority.
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requirements for graduation) or wanted to take outside courses.
c)

Each student will keep us informed
of what szo is doing.
In a program which offered so much individual freedom and choice

we decided that we wanted to know what each student was doing.

information was communicated to us through
as telephone,

a

This

variety of mediums such

letters, and face-to-face contact.

We felt that as

directors of the program we were in some way and in some degree responsible for the students' education and their activities.

We felt that

by knowing what each student was doing we would be able to make inter-

ventions where we wanted to and to talk with the students about what
they were doing and feeling.

We also felt that this would show the

students that we cared about them, that we would take the time and energy

necessary to get to know them and the things they were involved

in.

Also, this information was published in the Explorations', newsletter
so that it could be shared among all of the students in Explorations',

and give a sense of cohesion to the program.

d)

Each student will participate in Explorations!
activities if they are in the area.
Elxplorations

I

depends upon the students (as well as the direc-

tors) for its direction and format.

We wanted the active participation

of the students in making these decisions and this required that we at
times get together as a total program.

We also wanted the program to be other than just independent
study for a bunch of individuals; we wanted it to be a supportive
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environment v?hich would maximize the Learning possibilities and
opportunities for all those involved.

We wanted these get-togethers to be

occasions for the students to support and oncourage each other,
to
pool their knowledge of resources and to act as resources for each
other, and for all of us to get to know one another and establish a

common identity as members of Explorations'..
Finally, we wanted the students to actualize their own resources

rather than always relying on an 'expert' or an 'authority' and we

wanted them to assume some of the responsibilities for educating their
peers

e)

Each student will be expected to pay a fee of between
ten and twenty dollars per semester.
(We are trying to
arrange funding to reduce this as much as possible.)
This money was used to help defray the expenses incurred by the

program as a whole in the carrying out of its various activities.
was the only fee associated with Explorations
texts to buy nor laboratory fees to pay.

I

This

as there were no required

We were fortunate in arrang-

ing for a private grant (from one of the student's parents) so that the

expenses for each student came to about ten dollars per semester.

Again payment was completely voluntary and we feel it worked out success
fully

Hopes
a)

Each student will discover what
CO wants to do and do it.
One of the primary reasons for the freedom given in Explora-

tions'. was

to give students the opportunity to find out what activities
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involved their hearts and minds.

Although ostensibly a teacher educa-

tion program, we were not committed to turning out teachers.

We be-

lieved that most students (especially undergraduate women) had
not con-

sidered the reasons why they wanted to be teachers, nor had many of
them (both male and female) thought about nor explored various alternatives, e.g. working in the correctional system, health facilities
and alternative schools.
In Explorations' our prime committment was to the students-to their lives

.

We facilitated, encouraged, and supported each student

making cos own life and choosing cos own goals.

We believed that with-

in each individual was the seed of what that individual could become,

given a nourishing environment.

We hoped in Explorations', to provide

the environment which would facilitate the maximum growth of each par-

ticipant

.

We further hoped that each Explorations', member would find cos

own 'path with heart' for we believed that all too many human beings
lived 'lives of quiet desperation.'

Explorations', gave people a chance

to dream a dream and make that dream come true.

We hoped Explorations', would allow the students to gain in-

sights about themselves.

profession as their path.

Some of them would surely see the teaching

Others, however, might discover a latent

lawyer, musician, artist, chef or scientist within them.

We did not

believe we held the answers for the students, nor in fact did any other
person; the student coself was the only person who held the key to cos

own discovery.
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We hoped each participant in Explorations! would discover
cos

own drumbeat and follow it, for we believed that this would
lead to
cos becoming a happier, healthier and more loving human being.

b)

Each student will make coself excellent
at whatever co chooses to do.
We ourselves were striving towards being excellent--excellence

excited us and we hoped to embue this spirit into Explorations! students.

There was all too much mediocrity in society and especially

in the teaching profession.

The status of the teacher market was now making teaching a

competitive profession.
job as a teacher.

No longer could everybody and anybody get a

We hoped that those Explorations! students who did

want a job in an educational setting would be candidates who could get
one because they were distinctive and excellent.

We also hoped that

those who were unable to find jobs to their liking would be able to

create their own, as they would have developed the skills which would
enable them to do so with competence and dedication.
We encouraged the students in Explorations! to move toward

excellence at whatever they chose to do.

If they chose to be teachers,

we expected them to be excellent teachers. We believed that people want
to be eixcellent and that doing a job well satisfied the self as well
as those people with whom one worked.

We feel we approached the students with this attitude and because

we had high expectations we got quality results.

Too often we had seen

undergraduates, especially those majoring in education, treated

as

if
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they were immature and dull children incapable
of succeeding in the
world.

Those students lived up to that expectation
all too often.

In Explorations! we feel we treated the
students as human beings capa-

ble and able to be proficient at whatever they
set out to do.

We em-

phasized success rather than failure and, therefore,
we saw more successful and happy students.
We didn

t

tell the students that there was only one way to

achieve the skills they would need on their paths.
had 'the way.'

We didn't say we

We allowed and believed that there were many ways and

means to become excellent ranging from formal to non- formal alternatives.

We hoped to provide the time and the support so that the stu-

dents would become active seekers of knowledge and passionate, committed

and excellent at whatever they chose to do.

c)

Each student will have one of the best, most
meaningful, most exciting, most challenging
and most alive years of cos life.

We hoped each student in Explorations! would have such a wonderful year lived in an atmosphere of freedom and non-authoritarianism
that never again would they coerce, push, bribe, bully, or oppress any

other human being.

We hoped that the very way the student coself was

treated in Explorations! would be the way the student would treat other

human beings.

We hoped the very model of Explorations! would serve as

a way of life for the students.

We believed strongly that the best way to ensure the success
and hopefully the creation of more programs similar to Explorations!

was to have the students be excited, happy and challenged.

If they saw
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how freedom worked for them, perhaps they too
would offer this opportunity to others

.

We wanted each student to say as one student wrote,
"This has

been my best year since kindergarten."

We wanted students to feel

good about themselves and about their experiences.

We believed that

unless the students began to like, appreciate, and have faith
in themselves and in their own abilities, they would never offer this
kind of

opportunity to anyone else.

We believed that when they did find this

sense of challenge and excitement in their own lives, then they would
be able to infuse others with their energy and enthusiasm.

Active, moving, excited, creative, dynamic-- that
the students to feel.

'

s

how we wanted

We wanted them to feel that they had the power

and the intelligence to make things happen for themselves and for
others.

We wanted them to feel potent and awake.

By creating a pro-

gram that offered these opportunities we hoped to energize and enliven
the many students who were sick and tired of the constraints that had

been on them so long.
Once these constraints were loosened we hoped to see the students burst forward in a search for the activities that would make
their year in Explorations! truly one of the best years of their lives.

^ Paulo Freiere has written

[New
( Pedagogy of the Oppressed
Herder and Herder, 1971]) that "... man's ontological vocation
is to be a Subject who acts upon and transforms his world, and
in so doing moves towards ever new possibilities of fuller and richer
life individually and collectively. This world to which he relates is
not a static and closed order, a given reality which man must accept
and to which he must adjust; rather, it is a problem to be worked on
and solved."

York;
.

.

.

4
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Goals for the Program

a)

The program will facilitate, encourage
and support the realization of
(L) the requirements, expectations and
hopes held for the students
(2) the expectations and hopes held
by the students

We wanted the program to be a means whereby the students would
be aided in accomplishing the goals we held for them and, as well,
to
be a vehicle for the students realizing their own expectations and

hopes.

We envisaged the program being the organization through which

each individual would be encouraged and supported to achieve the goals

held by and for them.

We felt that the all-program get-togethers would

provide times where we could organize the program in the best possible

way to meet everyone's wants and that also, within the program, activities would be developed and implemented which would meet the wants and

goals of the members

program will combat institutional
racism and sexism.

b) The

As previously stated in the section on individual goals the

School of Education, and we concur, has taken as its first priority the

elimination of institutional racism.

Each alternative teacher prepara-

tion program must have an explicit goal of combatting institutional

racism

We felt that Explorations! could combat institutional racism
by offering itself equitably to members of minority groups from the

Third World and by educating its members, especially its white members.
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to the fact of institutional racism and how this
bears on their behavior

and attitude.
and analogous

c)

We have included sexism because we feel it is important
.

The program will be a viable and successful
alternative for teacher preparation.
We ourselves are deeply committed to this form of education.

We wanted to show that giving people freedom and responsibility works,
that people want to be excellent and successful and that given the

opportunity, based on their own free choice, people will move to become
the masters of their own education.

We wanted to show that this form

of education would be viable for the professional preparation of teachers and that graduates from this kind of program would compete success-

fully with graduates from other teacher preparation programs

These goals tell what we expected and hoped would happen to
Explorations', and to the students.

In our presentations to students

who were interested in the program we handed out sheets listing the requirements, expectations and hopes we held for them and talked about
these as well as the goals we held for the program.

We hoped that in

this way, the students who chose to enter Explorations', would be those

who had bought into our goals and were supportive of them; that they
saw these goals as meaningful and relevant for themselves and ones which

they also wanted to achieve.

CHAPTER

V

IMPLEMENTATION

We now want to relate how we put Explorations', into
practice;

we want to describe the various components which comprised the
program
and, at the end of the chapter, we shall state our views on some
topics

which we feel a program such as Explorations', raises.

Selection Process

The alternative teacher preparation programs were developed to

meet the needs of students desiring elementary and secondary certificaSome programs offered only elementary certification, others only

tion.

secondary certification, while most, like Explorations!, offered certification on both the elementary and secondary levels

.

Our program was

thus open to all undergraduates at the University of Massachusetts who

wanted elementary or secondary certification (subject to restrictions
imposed by the School of Education such as quotas and entrance requirements)

.

The selection process was a means of determining, from among

the applicants, those which we would accept.

Late in the Spring of 1971 the TPPC arranged, after much publicity, for each of the alternative programs to make presentations to

interested students.

In these presentations we outlined our philosophy

and made explicit our goals.
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We felt that these large group presentations were
a central part
of the selection process.

We wanted to clearly paint a picture of

what we wanted Explorations', to be and we also wanted to
share our enthusiasm, excitement and sense of commitment to the program.
We wanted these large group presentations to be a model of
the

processes we were describing.
of sharing.

We wanted informality and an atmosphere

We began each meeting by asking each student to introduce

coself and briefly tell what drew co to this meeting.

We told the stu-

dents that by knowing a bit about who they were, we could talk to them
in a more personal manner

.

We also brought refreshments to these

meetings so that any hungry person could help coself to

a snack.

This,

too, was to set a mood of friendliness and informality.

We began by describing our personal view of Explorations', and

told what we hoped for ourselves and for the students who would join
the program.

After this description we asked for reactions from the

group--not questions, but rather feelings that the students were having
about the program or themselves at that particular moment.

Again, we

encouraged them to be open and sharing for, as we explained, that was

an important part of Explorations! and we might as well begin now.
We then answered questions the students had or clarified points
they wanted more information on.

All during this process we encouraged

a give and take among us and the students.

After approximately two hours of large group discussion we

passed around an appointment sheet for those students who wanted to

sign up for a fifteen minute individual interview with us.

We told the

students the procedure would be as follows for the selection.

We had
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forty places open.

We would interview anyone interested and on a
par-

ticular date specified by the TPPC we would post the list
of those students who were accepted into the program for the coming
year.

We

stressed that we felt that any student who truly wanted to be
in Explorations'.

would get in.

If someone were rejected they could come to us

for an explanation and attempt to change our minds.

(Two of the twenty

rejected candidates did this and we accepted them.)
During this meeting we stressed the kind of students we wanted
in Explorations!.

We wanted, first and foremost, students who strongly

desired the freedom to chart the course of their own education--students

with initiative and drive and the desire to do something in this world.
We feel we honestly portrayed ourselves, our values and beliefs, and
Our excitement for the program during these large group sessions.

didn't want to give any false hopes or promises.

We

We spelled out clearly

our expectations so that no one entering the program would come in under

any false illusions.

We also encouraged students to find out about the

other alternative programs available to them at the School of Education
and find the one that would best meet their particular needs and wants.
We wanted students to join Explorations! not because they didn't know
about the rest of the available programs but, rather, because they had

made a conscious choice from among the various programs
We held the individual interviews in the Explorations! office.

When the student arrived we asked co to fill out an interview information sheet with cos name, address, phone number, age, year in University,
etc.

Many of the students who came were anxious and nervous as they
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really wanted to be in the program.

Several told us that unless they

were in Explorations', they would drop out of
school for Explorations!
seemed like the only place they could be happy.

Although this made us

feel good it also put pressure on us as we
knew we were not going to

accept every student who applied (although at
times we wished we could

accept everyone)

.

The following set of questions served as a guide for
us during
the interview session:

Why do you want to be in Explorations!?
What do you want to do in Explorations!?
Tell us some things you've done in the past.
What are you doing now?
Where do you see yourself after this program?
Can you live up to the goals we've outlined?
What do you have to offer the program?
Is Explorations! your first choice?
How do you feel about us?
During our talks with the students we were aware of how we felt

with them and this formed the primary basis upon which we based our decisions

.

We did this with the idea in our minds that we were going to

spend a year together with these students and we wanted to feel good
about the people we'd be spending nine months with and, as well, we

wanted them to feel positive towards us.
Following is a composite of the selection criteria we used.
This information was taken from an Admission Decision Module

we filled

out after we had finished interviewing all the students interested in

Explorations

!

David Coffing, "Admission Decision Module." (Unpublished
manuscript. Amherst, Massachusetts: Center for Education Research,
University of Massachusetts, 1972.)
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To us a student had positive qualifications as a candidate
for

Explorations

I

if co was an enthusiastic and excited person who
appeared

full of energy and who was a happy and alive human being.

We enjoyed

students who talked freely about themselves and their lives without

being constantly prodded.

A student who smiled and seemed happy during

the interview and who played an active role in the process made us feel
that CO would be a good choice for Explorations'..

We felt a student who was poised and looked alert during our

flltsen minutes together and who could maintain eye contact with

us had

positive qualities.
We were especially impressed with students who had work experience and who had done things which excited and interested them and who

were willing to share these experiences or talents with the other students in the program.

We liked students who were actively involved in

the world around them and who wanted to do things in that world- -stu-

dents who had plans and ambitions both in the present and for the future.
We appreciated those students who saw the ills of the world and

yet held a positive approach to life.

We appreciated a candidate who

was aware of the problems of education and of society, who had

a know-

ledge of current events and affairs and who knew what was going on in
the world and the University.

We felt especially positive about students who showed

a desire

to make changes in the world rather than sitting around and complaining

about it or finding reasons they couldn't do anything.

We valued those students who agreed with our own personal views
and who wanted Explorations', as their choice above any other program.
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Finally we felt positive towards chose candidates who liked
both Explorations'.

and us.
The previous section focused on the candidate.

We want to now

focus on our own personal reactions to the students we interviewed.

We felt a candidate was a good choice if we felt good when the person
the interview.

We also asked ourselves how relaxed, how open and

how honest we could be with the student.

person was a possible choice.
liked the student.

If the reply was positive the

And finally we asked ourselves if we

If we did the person had a good chance of being

selected as a member of Explorations!.

A candidate with negative qualifications was one who appeared
to us to be lacking "in enthusiasm and zest; a student who slumped in

cos chair and appeared not to care was someone we didn't want to have
in the program.

If it seemed that the student was looking for a 'free

ride' we didn't want that person.

We also didn't appreciate students who never smiled, who only

complained about everything that was mentioned, and who appeared generally miserable and unhappy about themselves.
We didn't value students who were dependent on us for the direc-

tion of the interview and who showed no initiative, drive or motivation
to tell us anything without excessive questionning and prodding.

We also felt negative toward a student who had done little in
the past and who had no ideas about what co wanted to do in the future.

A student who seemed confused about coself and about Explorations, was
someone we didn't want as a member of the program.
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Finally we felt uncomfortable with those
candidates who really
didn't have Explorations', as their first choice and
who were confused
and uncomfortable with themselves, with the interview
and with us.
We put candidates low on the list who made us feel
nervous,
edgy, uncomfortable and generally terrible.

If we didn't feel good

after the session, the person would not be considered for
membership.
If we saw the student as a boring and 'blah' person who was a
drag to

be with for any time and who made us feel that we couldn't be open or
honest then that person was not selected.

In conclusion, if we didn't

like the person co was not going to be in the program.

Three additional criteria which played a part in our decision-

making process were race, sex and speech.

Race and sex were important

criteria because we were hoping to have a multi-racial and sexually

balanced population.

Listing speech made us realize that how people

spoke influenced how we felt about them.

After the sixty interviews we ranked each candidate and chose
the top ranked students until our quota was filled.

This quota was

determined on a ratio of ten students per director per semester equalling
twenty students per director per year or forty for the both of us for
the two semesters.

We felt that this ratio would allow us to know each

student intimately and for each student to know us.

We felt this num-

ber would allow us to keep in touch with the students, informed as to

what they were doing and how they were feeling, to handle the administrative responsibilities and to deal effectively with any concerns or

problems which arose.
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We had now chosen the group of people with whom we would put

Explorations, into practice.

We had forty- two students, all white,

two- fifths male, three-fifths female, one freshperson, eight sophomores,

eighteen juniors and fifteen seniors.
The selection process had been a challenging, stimulating and

also a tiring process.

Talking to sixty potential students for the

program and giving each one our full attention and interest had proven
to be a formidable task.

It is difficult to put into writing the feel-

ing tone of these interviews.

We were amazed at the fervor and emotion

of some of the students who wanted to be in the program.

Several stu-

dents began to cry and told us they felt this was the first place they
felt comfortable and at home.

We felt satisfied with our selection process and it seemed to
us that the group chosen was enthusiastic about the program and excited

about the prospects of spending a year in Explorations'.

Curriculum and Instruction

We wanted the curriculum to emerge in response to the wants of
the members.

As well, we wanted the curriculum to facilitate, encourage

and support the goals of the program.

As a starting point we suggested

that most of the time be left free for the members to do the things
they wanted to do.

We suggested that along with this we get together

have
as a total program for one week-end approximately once a month and

an evening seminar once a week.
We offered this suggestion because Explorations', was not

a major
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resource for the skills the members might want to learn; as previously
described, it was more of a co-ordinating body.

The major sources of

for the most part, existed outside of the program and, thus, we
v/anted the students to be

'free'

all day during the week so that they

would be able to make use of the various resources and be able to work
in schools etc., without a conflict arising between Explorations', and

their own personal program of study.
The monthly meetings would be a residential retreat (held at a

Boy Scout facility we rented) and would be times for us to plot the

direction and the format of the program.

As well,

they would be occa-

sions for the students to support and encourage each other, and for all
of us to get to know one another and to establish a common identity as

members of Explorations'..
The weekly evening seminars would be organized around specific

topics of interest to the members.

Guest speakers might be invited or

one (or a group) of the students might make a presentation.

We also would have regular office hours each Wednesday after-

noon from 12--3 P.M. where we would always be available to the students.
As well, we suggested that the students could use the office whenever

they wanted and that they could, if they wanted to, set up their own

office hours

.

At other times, when we were not engaged in the formal activities,

we would always be on call and would meet with the students whenever
they so desired.

As we gave them the right to request an appointment

with us, we also had the right to request an appointment with them.
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Visitors and loved ones were welcome to attend all of
these activities.
These suggestions were accepted by the students at the
first

week-end meeting and this was the format that Explorations',
followed
for the first semester.

In the second semester changes were made in the format.

The

students decided at the January retreat to have these retreats less
frequently.

They also decided to end the weekly seminars.

did not want to formulate long-range plans at this time.

The students

We all felt

that from now on these get-togethers would have to be arranged on shorter notice and only when a significant number of students wanted one.

We thus instituted a process of telephone polls and letter polls to
keep abreast of the wants of the members.
The Wednesday afternoon office hours were kept and enlarged to

include Wednesday evening for those who couldn't make it during the day.

These office hours took up any slack from the cutback in the retreats
and seminars
We felt these changes reflected the growing independence of
the members and their increased involvement and commitment

own projects

.

to their

It appeared to us that they no longer needed as much

support from the program; rather they were now standing more firmly on
their own two feet and making their own paths.
In the latter part of February we bad an individual conference

with each student so that we would not lose touch with them in the face
of the reduced number of Explorations

I

activities.

We also used these

conferences to raise any concerns we had with the students and to ask
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them if they had any they wanted to raise with
us.

Each of these con-

ferences lasted approximately one hour and were arranged
at the con-

venience of the directors and the students.
In the second semester the group moved toward more
focused

activities.

Two week-end encounter groups were held, the first in

March, the second in April.
of these.

We, being trained group leaders,

led each

Also in March interested members of Explorations', (approxi-

®^bely twenty) went to an alternative schools week-end conference in
New Hampshire which was sponsored by the Antioch- Putney Graduate School
of Education.

In May we held our final week-end retreat which focused

on increasing our awareness of institutional racism and sexism.
this is more fully described in Volume II of this set.

All of

2

We envisaged Explorations', as a total nine months experience
and not bound by the traditional course structure and weekly (or bi-

weekly or triweekly) class meeting times.

However, since we were a

part of the University of Massachusetts, we operated within a semester

and course structure.

Explorations

i

To fit within the parameters of this structure.

was described as a two semester program and we used the

course nomenclature to provide Explorations

I

students with the full

complement of credits that they needed each semester within this system.
Below are the course descriptions we used for the Fall and Spring

semesters

^

Marsha Forest, "Explorations '.--An Alternative Teacher Preparation Program, Vol. II: A Descriptive Chronicle of Explorations!"
(Unpublished Ed.D. dissertation. University of Massachusetts, 1973.)
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Fall Semester

Current Issues in Education (three credits)
This course will focus on the current issues in education as
perceived by the students and the instructors. We will together,
utilizing a participative model, determine our agenda and locate
the necessary resources within the group, the University and the
community to satisfy our wants.
Students will be encouraged to gain a wide array of knowledge
about the issues confronting educators. Priority items will be
the issues of institutional racism and sexism.
The students will
also be encouraged to develop, think about, and expand their own
personal philosophies
.

Skills in Educating (six credits)
This course will involve the participants in assessing their
skill competency in terms of their professional goals. Each participant will be encouraged to think clearly and determine the
skills they will require to work successfully and effectively in
their chosen domain.
They will be encouraged to seek out those experiences which
will make them excellent in their chosen work. A priority item
will involve the students in learning the skills necessary to
combat institutional racism and sexism.

Student Teaching (six credits)
This course is a field experience designed to give each student the opportunity to put into practice and test out the educational theory, philosophy and skills co has developed during cos
program of study. It will also provide an opportunity for each
student to check the congruence between what they believe, what
they say, and what they do.
It is expected that each student will look closely to see if
and how they are dealing with the issues of institutional racism
Each individual will
and sexism in their field experience(s)
choose one or more experiences based on their own felt needs and
wants. The students will choose their own placement and will be
responsible to themselves, the program directors, and the person
they are working with in the field for guidance and supervision.
.

S£ ring Semester

Explorations in Education (six credits)
This course involves two basic components. The first will
involve the students in developing their own curriculum based on
Students will be encouraged to make
their own wants and desires.
full use of the rich and varied resources available within the
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Five College Community and the v/orld.
It is expected that the students v?ill choose
their experiences
in accordance with their personal and professional
development.
The second component is a monthly week-end residential
retreat
where we will all get together to share our experiences,
our
resources and learn from one another. A special emphasis
on these
week-ends will be the issues of institutional racism and
sexism.
Student Teaching (six credits)
Same as above

Supervisory Seminar (three credits)
This seminar will serve as a meeting time where small groups
of students will get together to discuss their experiences in the
field and share their feelings, thoughts, and ideas about these
experiences. The purpose of the seminar is to serve as a forum
where students can come and learn from and with one another.
The students will be encouraged to visit and help one another.
A catalog of places to visit and useful materials will be compiled
by the students during the course and, as well, resource people
will be invited when wanted.
A special emphasis will be placed on the students analyzing
the dynamics of institutional racism and sexism in their field
experiences
All the students registered for the courses and completion of
the program led to eligibility for Massachusetts State certification.

Those that did not complete the one month student teaching requirement
at some point during the year, however, had their student teaching

credits converted to independent study course numbers which could not
be used as evidence of student teaching.

They still retained the same

number of credits; however, having not completed the requirements for

Massachusetts State certification the status of these students changed
from teaching to non-teaching majors.
We want to restate that Explorations! was formed, in part, to

^

There exists in the Amherst area a Five College Community consisting of Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College,
Smith College and the University of Massachusetts.
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be freedom from and this meant free from the
traditional course struc-

ture.

Though the students received all of their credits through
the

program. Explorations', was more of a co-ordinating body
or center; a

home base out of which the students operated.

The Explorations

:

activ-

ities were primarily to support the students in their efforts, to
aid

in the realization of the goals of the program and to deal with any

special wants or concerns which arose.
The students were not restricted to the program for the content
of theLr learning; rather we wanted them to design their own personal

curriculums and make use of the rich variety of resources and learning

opportunities in the immediate area and in the world.
We encouraged students who wished to make use of the formal

course offerings to audit those course as this would allow them to
learn the content without coming under the formal authority of the pro-

fessor and, perhaps, ending up doing what they had to (e.g. papers, exams,
etc.) rather than what they wanted to.

This approach also left the

students free to leave and to join a new experience if they so chose.

To compensate for the fact that these were audited courses and
the students' experiences would not show up on their official tran-

script we used a portfolio system.

Those students who wished could

write up their experiences in a portfolio.

These would be done on

official School of Education paper with the student, the program directors and the chairperson of the TPPC signing it.

We expected that these

semi-official portfolios would serve as a record of the students'
activities and accomplishments
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Staff

The staff consisted of the two of us acting as the program

directors.

We were responsible for all of the administration of the

program, all of the credits given through the program and all of the

advising of the students.
We saw as another responsibility of ours the facilitation of
the students' goals.

We always tried to support the students' efforts

and to use our influence and power to open the necessary doors for

them
We believe that the directors of a program such as Explorations!
are key elements.

We believe they must model the behavior they espouse.

As Postman and Weingartner say in their book Teaching as a Subversive

Activity
There can be no s ignif icant innovation in education that does not
have at its center the attitudes of teachers and it is an illusion
[author's emphasis] The beliefs, feelings,
to think otherwise
and assumptions of teachers are the air of a learning environment;
they determine the quality of life within it.
.

We feel Carl Rogers has enunciated many of the qualities and

attitudes we believe are important for someone taking a leadership role
in a program such as Explorations'..

He lists the following qualities

and attitudes as being facilitative of learning:

REALNESS IN THE
Perhaps the
or genuineness
he is, entering
senting a front
This means that
.

FACILITATOR OF LEARNING
most basic of these essential attitudes is realness
When the facilitator is a real person, being what
into a relationship with the learner without preor a facade, he is much more likely to be effective.
the feelings which he is experiencing are available

Postman and Weingartner, Teaching as a Subversive Activity,
p. 33.
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to him, available to his awareness, that he is able
to live these
feelings, be them, and able to communicate them if
appropriate.
It means that he comes into a direct personal encounter
with the
learner, meeting him on a person-to-person basis.
It means that

he is being himself, not denying himself.
Seen from this point of view it is suggested that the teacher
can be a real person in his relationship with his students. He
can be enthusiastic, he can be bored, he can be interested in
students, he can be angry, he can be sensitive and sympathetic.
Because he accepts these feelings as his own he has no need to
impose them on his students. He can like or dislike a student
product without implying that it is objectively good or bad or
that the student is good or bad. He is simply expressing a feeling for the product, a feeling which exists within himself. Thus,
he is a person to his students, not a faceless embodiment of a
Curricular requirement nor a sterile tube through which knowledge
is passed from one generation to the next.
PRIZING, ACCEPTANCE, TRUST
There is another attitude which stands out in those who are
successful in facilitating learning.
I have observed this attitude.
I have experienced it.
Yet, it is hard to know what term to put to
it so I shall use several.
I think of it as prizing the learner,
prizing his feelings, his opinions, his person. It is caring for
the learner, but a non-possessive caring.
It is an acceptance of
this other individual as a separate person, having worth in his
own right.
It is a basic trust--a belief that this other person
is somehow fundamentally trustworthy.
Whether we call it prizing,
acceptance, trust, or by some other term, it shows up in a variety
of observable ways.
The facilitator who has a considerable degree
of this attitude can be fully acceptant of the fear and hesitation
of the student as he approaches a new problem as well as acceptant
of the pupil's satisfaction in achievement.
Such a teacher can
accept the student's occasional apathy, his erratic desires to
explore by-roads of knowledge, as well as his disciplined efforts
He can accept personal feelings which
to achieve major goals.
both disturb and promote learning- -rivalry with a sibling, hatred
of authority, concern about personal adequacy. What we are describing is a prizing of the learner as an imperfect human being
with many feelings, many potentialities. The facilitators prizing
or acceptance of the learner is an operational expression of his
essential confidence and trust in the capacity of the human
organism

EMPATHIC UNDERSTANDING
A further element which establishes a climate for self- initiated,
experiential learning is empathic understanding. When the teacher
has the ability to understand the student's reactions from the inside, has a sensitive awareness of the way the process of education
and learning seems to the s tudent then again the likelihood of
significant learning is increased.
,
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This kind of understanding is sharply different from the
svalu3.tive understanding, which, follows the pattern of,
I understand what is wrong with you."
When there is a sensitive empathy, however, the reaction in the learner follows something of this pattern, "At last someone understands how it feels
and seems to be me without wanting to analyze me or judge me.
Now I can blossom and grow and learn."

usu.2.1

It is natural that we do not always have the attitudes I
have been describing. Some teachers raise the question, "But
what: if I am not feeling empathic,

do not , at this moment, prize
or accept or like my students. What then?" My response is that
realness is the most important of the attitudes mentioned, and it
is oot accidental that this attitude was described first.
So xf
one has little understanding of the student's inner world, and a
dislike for his students or their behavior, it is almost certainly naore constructive to be real than to be pseudo-empathic or
to put on a facade of caring.
But this is not nearly as simple as it sounds. To be genuine,
or honest, or congruent, or real, means to be this way about
oneself . I cannot be real about another, because I do not know
what is real for him. I can only tell--if I wish to be truly
honest--what is going on in me.
,

.
.
.
I have found from experience that to stress the value of
beirag real, of being one's feelings, is taken by some as a license
to pass judgements on others, to project on others all the feelings
which one should be "owning." Nothing could be further from my

meaning
Actually the achievement of realness is most difficult, and
even when one wishes to be truly genuine, it occurs but rarely.
Certainly it is not simply a matter of the words used, and if one
is feeling judgemental the use of a verbal formula which sounds
like the sharing of feelings will not help. It is just another
instance of a facade, of a lack of genuineness. Only slowly can
we Learn to be truly real. For first of all, one must be close to
one's feelings, capable of being aware of them. Then one must be
willing to take the risk of sharing them as they are, inside, not
disguising them as judgements, or attributing them to other
people

With regard to leading the program, or facilitating
it, Rogers says the following:

^

Rogers, Freedom to Learn

,

pp.

106-114, passim

.

as he calls
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!•) Tt)0
ho-S inuch to do with sotting tho initisl
climate
of
2.
the
group
or class experience
££
If his own basic
philosophy is one of trust in the group and in the individuals who
.

compose the group, then this point of view will be communicated in
many subtre ways.
to elicit and cla rify the purposes
) The facilitator helps
of the individuals in the class as well as _^he more general purpose
of the group
If he is not fearful of accepting contradictory
purposes and conflicting aims, if he is able to permit the individuals a sense of freedom in stating what they would like to do, then
he is helping to create a climate for learning. There is no need
for him to try to manufacture one unified purpose in the group if
such a unified purpose is not there. He can permit a diversity of
purposes to exist, contradictory and complimentary, in relationship
to each
other.
4.
.

relies upon each student to implement those purposes
3 )
which have meaning for him as the motivational force behind sig nificant learning
Even if the desire of the student is to be
guided and led by someone else, the facilitator can accept such a
need and motive and can either serve as a guide when this is desired or can provide some other means, such as set a course of
study, for the student whose major desire is to be dependent. And
for the majority of students he can help to utilize the individual's
own drives
and purposes as the moving force behind his learning.
6.
,

.

He endeavors to organize and make easily available the
)
He endeavors to
widest possible range of resources for learning
make available writings, materials, psychological aids, persons,
equipment, trips, audio-visual aids--every conceivable resource
which his students may wish to use for their own enhancement and
for the fulfillment of their own purposes.
.

He regards himself as a^ flexible resource to be utilized
He
He does not downgrade himself as a resource.
by the group
a
advisor,
and
lecturer
counselor,
a
makes himself available as
inby
be
used
to
wishes
He
field.
the
person with experience in
most
seem
which
ways
the
in
dividual students, and by the group,
meaningful to them insofar as he can be comfortable in operating
in the ways they wish.
5

)

.

In responding to questions in the classroom group he
accepts "both the intellectual content and the emotional attitudes
endeavoring to give each aspect the approximate degree of emphasis
Insofar as he can
which it has for the individual or the group
intellecbe genuine in doing so, he accepts rationalizations and
feelings
tualizing, as well as deep and real personal
,

)

,

.

7

)

As the acceptant classroom climate becomes established

.
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facilitator is able increasingly
become a participant
a member of the group
expressing his views as those of
one individual only

— arner,

,

takes the init iative in sharing himself with the group
8.)
--hi^ feelings
well as his thoughts --in ways which do not demand
9.
il2I. iinpose but represent s imp ly a personal sharing which students
Thus, he is free to express his own feelings
£1. leave.
in giving feedback to students, in his reaction to them as individuals and in sharing his own satisfactions or disappointments.
In
such expressions it is his "owned" attitudes which are shared, not
judgements or evaluations of others.

Throughout the classroom experie nce, he remains alert to
)
bhe expressions indicative of deep or strong feelings
These may
be feelings of conflict, pain, and the like, which exist primarily
within the individual. Here he endeavors to understand these from
10.
the person's point of view and to communicate his empathic understanding. On the other hand, the feelings may be those of anger,
scorn, affection, rivalry, and the like- - interpersonal attitudes
among members of the group. Again he is as alert to these as to
the ideas being expressed and by his acceptance of such tensions
or bonds he helps to bring them into the open for constructive
understanding and use by the group.
.

In his function as ^ facilitator of learning the leader
)
endeavors to recognize and accept his own limitations
He realizes
that he can only grant freedom to his students to the extent that
he is comfortable in giving such freedom. He can be only understanding to the extent that he actually desires to enter the inner
world of his students. He can only share himself to the extent
that he is reasonably comfortable in taking that risk. He can only
participate as a member of the group when he actually feels that he
and his students have an equality as learners. He can only exhibit
trust of the student's desire to learn insofar as he feels that
There will be many times when his attitudes are not facilitrust.
tative of learning. He will find himself being suspicious of his
students. He will find it impossible to accept attitudes which
differ strongly from his own. He will be unable to understand some
of the student feelings which are markedly different from his own.
He may find himself angry and resentful of student attitudes toward
him and angry at student behaviors. He may find himself feeling
strongly judgemental and evaluative. When he is experiencing attitudes which are non-facilitative, he will endeavor to get close to
them, to be clearly aware of them, and to state them just as they
Once he has expressed these angers, these
are within himself.
these doubts of others and doubts of
mistrusts,
judgements, these
from within himself, not as objective
coming
himself, as something
find the air cleared for a
will
facts in outward reality, he
,

.
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significant interchange between himself and his students. Such
^•^berchange can go a long way in resolving the very attitudes
which he has been experiencing, and thus make it possible for him
to be more of a facilitator of learning.®

Facilities

We used the following facilities in implementing Explorations'..
We rented a large lodge where we held our monthly retreats.

It was a

part of a Boy Scout camp located about an hour's drive from the University.

This lodge, known as the Manor House, was easily able to accom-

modate us all.

It had a large living room with fireplace and beamed

ceiling which we used for our meetings and a large kitchen and dining
area where we could prepare and eat our meals.

Upstairs there were a

dozen bedrooms with bunkbeds and mattresses able to sleep about fifty
people.

There were extensive grounds for us to use as well as

a lake

and a beach area

We utilized a classroom at the University for our weekly seminars.

We would have preferred a lounge- type area which would have given

the air of warmth we desired.
a cold tiled floor.

However, we made do with hard chairs and

The people provided the warmth.

We also had an office located in the School of Education which
served as the headquarters of Explorations', and the place where we held
our 'office hours.'
the school

6

3’ear

Ibid

. ,

We had redecorated this office ourselves before

began in order to provide a warm and comfortable

pp.

164-166.
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meeting place for the members of Explorations'..

We painted the walls

in bright warm colors and installed a multicolored carpet
so that we

could sit comfortably on the floor.

We created a library corner and stocked it with a lot of our

own books.

We encouraged the students to donate their books too.

We

hoped in this way to create a lending library which was easily available tor the students' use.

In keeping with our general philosophy no

controls were used and, at the end of the year, we had more books than

we had had at the beginning.
We also provided an individual mailbox for each student which

we used to communicate with the students and to put handouts in.

It

was also used for any of the students' mail which was addressed to Ex-

plorations

1

.

On the walls were large brightly colored bulletin boards which
we used to post resources, list jobs and opportunities available, in-

teresting articles, etc.

We encouraged the students to use the mail-

boxes and the bulletin boards to communicate with one another.
In one corner of the room we had a large blank piece of paper
for graffiti.

At the end of the year it was filled with poems, pieces

of songs and bits of the students' wit and wisdom.

Around the office

were pictures which represented the racial diversity in the world.

Funding

We, the two directors, were doctoral candidates at the Univera
sity of Massachusetts, School of Education, and we each received
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graduate assistantship in the sum of $3200 for our efforts.

As well

the University gave us free use of the copy center and
paid our travel

expenses (at ten cents per mile) when we visited the students at
their
field sites

.

Our other major expense was for the monthly retreats and there
some minor expenses for books and for buying and developing film.

The School of Education did not provide us with a budget to

cover these costs.

We were fortunate, however, in receiving a $450

private donation from the parents of one of the students.

This allowed

us to pay the $50 rental fee for the retreat facilities and cover the

minor expenses.

The students had to cover the food costs for each of

the monthly retreats and this amounted to about $3 per student per

month.

This money was collected each month in a 'money pot' to which

each student contributed voluntarily and anonymously.

Over the course

of the year we collected $44 less than had been spent on food and this

difference was covered by the $450.

Some Important Concerns

We want to now express our views on some topics which we feel
a program such as Explorations', raises.

In

We believe that credits have nothing to do with education.
fact, under the present system, they get in the way of education.

We

decided in Explorations', to give the students the power to decide

whether they wanted the credits or not.

had removed a major barrier to education.

i

We felt that in this way we
We had freed the students
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from our grasp and allowed them to pursue their own
objectives in their

own way without fear from us and without having to
live up to our expectations

.

We believe that grading should not be

a part of education.

We,

as educators, do not believe that it is our job to evaluate
people for

other institutions.

We propose instead, as Paul Goodman has, that

these institutions evaluate the applicants themselves

”...

according

to the specific task-requirements of the inducting institution, just as

applicants for the Civil Service or for licences in medicine, law, and

architecture are tested."^
We do not support the notion of required courses.
believe that everyone must have completed
be competent.

a

We do not

certain course in order to

We do not believe it matters how someone has gained cos

competency- -what matters is whether co is competent or not.

Instead

of checking to see whether a person has completed a certain course or
set of courses we propose that people be tested for their competency.

We do not believe that certification should be the responsibility
of a teacher- training institution.

Although in Massachusetts the State

Department of Education technically confers certification and not the
teacher training institution, the institution does give institutional

recommendation and this serves as the major basis for granting certification.

We feel the present system puts us in the role of evaluator

(the same as grading does) and we do not want this as a part of our job.

^ Paul Goodman, Compulsory Mis-Education and the Community of
Scholars A Vintage Book (New York: Random House, 1964), p. 127.
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We feel it gets in the way of what should be our primary
function-- to

offer educational opportunities to people.
We suggest that certification be dune away with altogether and
that a voucher system be implemented whereby each individual of school

age would be given a voucher equal to the amount of money the state

would have paid for that person's schooling for that year (the per
pupil cost)

.

The student would now be free to choose cos own teacher

and school or schools.

At the very least we propose that the schools

be free to hire anyone they believe will meet their needs regardless
of whether the person has certification or not.

CHAPTER

VI

ASSESSMENT

During the course of the year we carried out a systematic collection of data regarding Explorations'..

Primarily this was done to

insure a flow of feedback about the program, so that we could continu-

ally monitor the health of Exploration^
plaints and/or problems.

1

and be alerted to any com-

We also used this feedback to check out our

own perceptions about the well-being of the program.

As well, we fed

some of this data back to the participants within Explorations', so that

they would have an informed data base upon which to make decisions con-

cerning the direction of the program.
We collected this data through a variety of means.

In early

December we used an evaluation questionnaire prepared by the TPPC, in
late February we sent out a brief questionnaire of our own making and

in the middle of May we sent out a series of questionnaires-- two again
of our own making and a questionnaire on our leadership behavior as seen

by the students.

We also had the students complete the Dimock L InvenIn the Fall of 1972 a questionnaire

tory in November and again in May.

was also sent to the cooperating teachers with whom the Explorations!
1

students had practice taught.

^

See Appendix II for a sample of each of these questionnaires.
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As well, we gleaned information from the over 100 pieces
of

correspondence we received from the students over the course of the
year and from the students' grading letters which each student had sub-

mitted at the end of each semester.
We collected activity cards each three month period upon which
the students had listed what they had been doing for the three months,

and at the end of the year, we invited small groups of students to talk
about Explorations', and their experiences (without us being present).

These talks were tape recorded with the students' knowledge and consent.
We also kept informal records for our own interest.

There seems to us to be three major elements within Explorations
the program itself, the students, and the staff.

We will assess each of

these elements more or less sequentially in the following pages and then

we will assess to what degree the goals of Explorations', were met.

Explorations

Internal

-

'.

Subjective Data

Table

1

shows the results of the TPPC questionnaire which was

done in early December.

Table 2 shows some of the results from the

questionnaire which was completed in late February.

In Table

3

are

displayed the results of one of the questionnaires which was completed
in May.
It will be noted that we received varying degrees of response
to these questionnaires.

This is so because they were done through the

mail and we did not have any follow-up if they were not returned.

As

Table 1 .--December 1971 TPPC Evaluation Questionnaire. Per Cent of
Responses in Each Category for Each Question (N=22)
,

1

(U
(U

disagree

opinion

).!

60
CO

Item
—
no

60

C
o

c

Disagree

Strongly

Agree

V-i

cfl

Have

^

T—

cn

1.

There is enough variety in programs.

1

32 32 27

—

9

1

r

TPPC provides clear and adequate advice which has
enabled me to select the right program.
5 14 55 18
3. TPPC adequately advertises the alternative centers
and programs
14 23 18^ 27
4. I chose my program carefully.
2.

41 33

9
i
;

18;

’

14

5

I was substantially influenced by the following
considerations in the selection of my program
(5-19):
5. Resources (such as audio/visual aids, grants)

18

6. Faculty and staff.

27 41 18

5

Field experience opportunities (such as student
teaching)
8. Courses offered.

64

5

9. Structure of program.

77 i23

7.

14 32 36

5
1

18 50 14 14

5
!

1

i

1

1

j

10. Goals and purposes of program.

68 32

11. Future career plans.

27 j36 18 14

]

C

i

1

i_
23 14

5C)

13. Advice from friends.

18 18 18 23

2:3:

14. Challenge.

36|36 14

12. Advisor recommendation.

5

9
i

1

!

1

t

5

1

15. Number of semesters to degree completion.

I

ca

5:18 32 23

2
i

!

16. Weekly cime commitment.

14 45

17. The program required minimal effort and this fit
with other personal plans.

UM

1

9

9

5

2
7|

23

9

45
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Table

1

.--Continued

|
disagree

agree

opinion

Item
no

Disagree
Strongly

Strongly

Agree
Blank

Have

18. Methods of evaluating students.

36 23| 18 14

19. The program had space for me.

23

20. The program I chose was my first choice.
21. I have received adequate information to enable me
to correctly understand the goals and purposes of

22

.

23.
24.

25.

26.
27.
28.
29.

my program.
The program and its goals and purposes have
changed.
There is a good fit between the program and me
with respect to goals and purposes
There is a correspondence between the goals of the
program and the day to day means of achieving
those goals.
There are opportunities for peer advisement and
sharing within the program.
There is individual help and consideration from
the program staff when needed.
There are adequate means for evaluations by students and for criticism to be heard.
The program and staff are responsive to criticism
and changing needs
The program staff offers continuous and ongoing
evaluation of my activities.

I

9

27 14 36

68 27

5

i

!

!

64 27

5

3

14

9

50 23

;

|

5

50 41

27 55
77

5

18

5

5

9

5

5
1

73 27

64 36
68 18

5

9

Theory experiences (methods courses, sociological
and psychological foundations, etc.) offered by
the program are (30-33):
30. Useful to my future plans.

14 55 23

9

31. Relevant to my chosen field experiences (such as
27 32 23

5

9

5

14 32 23

9

U

5

33. Fun and interesting.

23 41 23

9

1

34. My program has adequate community. School of Ed.
and University resources (such as the library,
audio/visual aids, materials, personnel).

45 2/

student teaching)
32. Timely in relationship to my other activities in

the program.

lu

j
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Table

1

.--Continued

1
disagree

opinion

agree

Item
no

Disagree

Strongly

Strongly

Agree

Blank

Have

35. My program makes the resources of question 36
available to me.
36. There is a wide enough choice of field experiences to accommodate my needs

27 32 23

9

5

5

68 32

37. My field experiences provide me with learning experiences I need to fulfill my personal ob-jectives 59 27
38. The choice of field experiences included challenging, exciting, and diverse experiences.
59 32
39. The duration of field experiences is too
long.

9

5

9

5

45 14 36

9

50

5

23

32 41

5

14

9

45 32 14

5

5

40. The duration of field experiences is too
short

14

41. There is adequate advising in my program to
determine a choice of field experience.

42. My field experiences are more important and
meaningful than what I do on campus.
I feel lost and unconnected with program and
Ed. School activities because of (43-46):

43. Lack of communication from administration and

staff
44. Lack of program coherency.
45. Lack of program/school structure.

46. Lack of personal guidance in clarifying personal
goals and planning.
47. I intend to acquire certification in
Elementary Ed.
48. I intend to acquire certification in
Secondary Ed.
49. Reorganization of the School of Ed. into the 14
alternative programs has made my educational

exoeriences more meaningful.
50. My program is important to me.
51. My program has helped me make use of the
School of Ed.
52. This questionnaire addresses problems of concern
to me

18 36 36

9
5

5

14

5

9

23 27 41
9

41 32

14 14 27 36

55 14 14

5

9

9

27

41

50 36

9

5

73 23

5

45 32

9

5

9

,23 41

27

5

5

23

5

Table 2. --Febiruary, 1972 Questionnaire Mean
Ratings (N*33)

1.

Overall

feel Explorations

1

2

has been going

I

A

3

S^eat

2.

5

average

poor

Overall I feel my own personal program has been going

_i

3

JL_2

4

gre«t

5

6

Average

poor

Table 3. --May, 1972 Questionnaire Mean Racings (N=33)

Overall

I

feel Explorations

U

1

Overall

I

i

2

4

3

5

average

poor

Overall I feel the program directors have been

|2

1

4

3

excellent

5

average

poor

Kate how well the program has dealt with the issues of Institutional
racism and sexism

_l

4

I

3

2

excellent
5.

poor

feel my own personal program has been going

excellent

4.

5

average

ll

3.

4

3

excellent
2.

has been going

I

5_
poor

average

Rate how well you personally dealt with the issues of institutional
racism and sexism
1

2

i

3

excellent

4

5

average

poor

Compered co other years in University, how would you rate this year?
1

i

4

3

2

excellent

5

average

poor

Race Che following:
Recreaca

2

1

i

Office hours

2l

1

2

1

b

1

1

i

2

1

i

2

4

3

li
exce llenc

3

3

2

3

average

5

poor
4

5

poor
4

5

poor
4

5

poor

average

excellent

Kncouncer groups

3

5

poor

average

excellenc

Kailiags

4

average

excellent

The office

3

5

poor

average

excellenc

Kevslccccc

4

average

excellenc

Seminars

3

average

excellenc

4

5

poor
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well, with the TPPC questionnaire (Table
1), we had a short time limit
as there was a deadline to meet.

Reviewing the data in Table

1

whicn pertains to Explorations'.,

we can see that a large majority of students (over
80 per cent of the

responses are in the Strongly Agree and Agree columns)
chose the pro-

gram because of field experience opportunities
(#7), the structure of
the program (#9), and the goals and purposes of the
program (#10) and,
as well,

it was the first

choice for most of the students (#20) and

most students saw the program as being important for them
(#50)

.

Further, a large majority said they received adequate informa-

tion to correctly understand the goals and purposes of the program
(#21),
that there is a good fit between the program and the student with re-

spect to goals and purposes (#23) and that there

is a

correspondence

between the goals of the program and the day-to-day means of achieving
those goals (#24)

A large majority of the students also strongly agree and agree
that there are opportunities for peer advisement and sharing within the

program (#25), that there is individual help and consideration from the

program staff when needed (#26), that there are adequate means for
evaluations by students and for criticisms to be heard (#27) and that
the program and staff are responsive to criticism and changing needs
(#28)

In addition, a large majority of the students strongly agree

and agree that there is a wide enough choice of field experiences (#36)
that these experiences included challenging, exciting and diverse
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experiences (#38) and that these experiences
provided the student with
the learning experiences needed to fulfill
personal objectives (#37).
Froui Table 2 we can see that in February
the students' mean

rating for Explorations! was that it was going
'near great' and from

Table

3

we can see that in May the students again rated
Explorations!

as 'near excellent.'

At the monthly retreat held at the end of October
we asked the

students during a group meeting to respond verbally telling
what they
liked best and what they liked least about Explorations!.

ing were their replies:

Liked Best List

Agenda
Seminars

Changes people go through

Week-ends

Variability
Freedom
Newsletter
People
Dogs and kids and music

Being close to people

Atmosphere

Self-evaluation and motivation

Freedom to teach the way and what
Power to the people
Not having on- campus courses

I

want

The follow-
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Communication
Community building

Liked Least List
Seminars

Confusion
Forced spontaneity
Pressure by directors

Conflict between individual and community

The word 'commitment'

Forced games
People who don't attend

On our February questionnaire we again asked the students what
they liked best and what they liked least about Explorations'..

They

answered;

Liked Best List
The flexible structure, the personal commitment to a personal and group
program. The directors'.!

Freedom from the campus, the opportunity to explore your potential in
the environment of your choice.
like the freedom and the experimentalness-- informality and open doors.
I like the time to feel love and the time to feel pain and the time to
heal--from both.
I

Explorations! is my program.

Everyone is very friendly.
varied ideas to share

There are so many interesting people with

Marsha and Jeff's concern and love.
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The newsletter which supplies good
information like courses

lectures

The experience I'm getting teaching and
working can never be replaced
teaching. Jeff and Marsha are
great people and rt is a nice feeling to
know they are there.

™

Very little hassle about credits. The chance
it offers to get together
with nature, with others and oneself. The
exposure to many types of
people
The freedom to do what is necessary when it is
necessary. The only
education program centered on the individual and his
needs without a
perfect model '--example Integrated Day.

Freedom.
The chance to do things on my own.
The freedom to take the time to find yourself and do what
you want.
I like the bulletin boards in the office where people
express their
needs and wants for other people to help.

A way to meet nice people.
a feeling of caring.

A sharing of ideas, resources, problems--

A real opportunity to share resources if you want.
The freedom to expand within a traditionally closed system.

My freedom and the people

I

The people in Explorations'.

Freedom to act and feel as a human being should be able.
Meeting all the people and meeting me again.
me) to dropping out of school.

A good alternative (for

Liked Least List
As a program I have nothing to say I like least.

Unavoidable communication hassles, e.g. dependence on questionnaires.
A sometimes feeling that Jeff and Marsha want to control the program.
Being asked to comment on Explorations'..
I'd like to see a little more 'something' on Wednesday nights.
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I feel there
meetings

is

resentment that we don't always show up for
the

.

Too many things are happening in Amherst and

I

can't make them all.

The people in it that I don't see enough. Time to
time I feel the
directors put up parameters which seem more whimsical
than logical.
I

can't say.

It is so easy to get guilt feelings--am I living up to
Marsha and Jeff's
expectations, am I earning my fifteen credits?

We need more interconnectedness and sharing of ideas.
People not sharing things as much as

I

I'd like it to last more than a year.
ends seem too long for me

There really is nothing that

I

wish they would
Sometimes the three day week-

like least

'.

I

Two of the questions included in the May questionnaires asked
the students to list the three things they liked best about Explorations

and the things they would change in the program.

Their responses were

as f o 1 lows

Liked Best List
Freedom. (5)

2

Freedom to do the things
Personal freedom.

Freedom to explore.

I

want to. (3)

(2)
(2)

Freedom to plan my own program.
Freedom to be myself and have room for growth.

Freedom to make school whatever
2

I

want it to be.

Number in parentheses indicates number of times this response
was given if more than once.
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Freedom to pursue my interests.
Freedom to learn at my own pace.

Freedom to move

Freedom from institutional pressure.
Growth
The program contributes to my growth.
I

like watching me grow.

Time

Time to clear out some of the debris in my head.
Time to explore new areas.
Time for changing and auditing courses
Time to do what

I

want to do.

Not being tied down to time obligations
Group gatherings

Encounter groups, retreats and all the experiences in the program.
Retreat week-ends
The people

(3)

(10)

New people I've met

(2)

Helpful people

Feelings radiated by the people in the program.
Friends

Meeting fantastic people.
People to share things with.
The realness of the people.
The diversity of the people.

Knowing that some people really care.
The opportunity to meet lots of nice
people.

Interacting and sharing and meeting others.
“ble to fail and to learn.

Individual independence

(2)

honest about what I've been doing.

Being able to arrange a good student teaching
experience.
Not being on campus

Support
Self direction and self responsibility
Me

Opportunity to plan my own curriculum.

Flexibility

(3)

Friendliness and caring
Closeness

(2)

(2)

Sincerity

Imagination

Marsha and Jeff

(5)

Trust
It gets me out of classes and into the outdoors.

No formal course work

Most things

I

learned couldn't be taught in a classroom.

Knowing an independent program can work.

My renewed faith in people
The new me

Innovation
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The food

Concern
Meeting and being with so many good people
Beautiful people in the program

Varied personalities
Experiences with wonderful people

Changes in the Program List

Myself
Can't think of anything I'd want changed.

Required workshops in identifying racist and sexist attitudes.
More interaction of students

Eliminate questionnaires
For me, I couldn't ask for more

Daily rather than full week-end retreats
Group strive for copnunity atmosphere

People caring more about one another
Have Marsha and Jeff explain programs expectations and requirements.

Make the practicum at least three months.
The leaders

Develop a stronger group encounter.

More opportunities to work together on issues like institutional racism
and sexism
Have Third World people in the program.

Have a more permanent involvement with kids that people could plug into.

More sharing and commitment to one another
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Small and more relaxed relationships

Make an alternative center out o£ Explorations;
with
a school.

a

house and

More speakers from the community
More contact
I would push for a strong and steadfast
statement of philosophy from
the group and the directors

Possible financial aid for people undertaking projects
Have the encounter groups as a permanent part of the program.
Keep things as they are.

From the liked best lists the most frequently mentioned themes
were freedom, people, time, flexibility, information of resources and
the directors.

There didn't seem to be any major trends in the liked

least and changes list as there were in the liked best lists.

We did

notice that the liked least and changes lists seemed to be generally
shorter, that a lot of students who answered the other questions on the

questionnaires did not answer these questions, and that some of those
that answered seemed to be asking for more of what we already had

rather than something new.

External

-

Objective Data

We solicited from the Chairperson of the Teacher Preparation

Programs Council (TPPC)

,

Dr. Richard J. Clark, Jr., a written statement

evaluating Explorations', from his perspective.

Here is his statement:

My evaluation of the Explorations program is based on extremely
limited data. The primary sources of my information are students,
the program directors themselves, and random comments by others.
I
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Students, clearly, value the program highly and
are extremely
enthusiastic about it. The directors are equally
enthusiastic and
extraordinarily supportive of the students in the
program
My overall evaluation of the Explorations! program
is positive
I think it fills a major need in the Scnool
of Education and, more
generally, in higher education.

Further Explorations
75 per cent more students.

I

is

continuing for a second year with

This came about because we had many more

applicants this year and the TPPC, in recognition of the
student demand
for our program, granted us another assistantship for an
additional

staff person.

As well, each of us received merit raises from the TPPC

in recognition of the high quality of the Explorations

service to the School of Education.

I

program and our

The above evidence indicates that

the School of Education believes in Explorations! enough to give it

additional support.
Based upon the foregoing data we believe we can fairly conclude
that Explorations! was very successful from the students' point of view
as well as

from the point of view of the School of Education.

The Students

In a program such as Explorations! which is designed to provide

educational opportunities for people, the major criterion of success
must be to what degree the people took advantage of these opportunities
and educated themselves.

External

-

Objective Data

This year Explorations! students have set up community nursery

schools and community free schools

.

They have tutored in prisons and
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detention centers, worked in day care centers, traditional
and Integrated Day classrooms, correctional facilities, orphanages,
free
schools and street academies.

They have worked with blacks and whites,

rich and poor, and with special groups of children such
as hearingimpaired, retarded and emotionally disturbed.

They have traveled

abroad visiting and working in different educational environments
and

have participated in Outward Bound experiences
The students' practice teaching locations (see Appendix III)
show the wide geographical range the students utilized and the many different kinds of situations in which they chose to do their student

teaching.

It also must be remembered that the students used their own

initiative to locate these places and to get themselves placed there.

Through informal conversations with the directors of the Master
of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program, we learned that the activities of

our students closely paralleled the activities of their own students in
types and range of jobs, geographic locations and responsibility.

We

believe it is noteworthy to mention that the fifty MAT students were

hand-picked from over 500 applicants from across the country.
Another indication of the quality of the education

is

what the

graduates of Explorations', who were seniors are doing now that they have
left the University.

fifteen) are doing.

We have knowledge of what ten (out of a total of
Keith is working as one of the managers of a new

consumer project in Massachusetts; Pliny

reader

is

building houses and teaching

^ For a more detailed account of the students'
is referred to Forest, Explorations , II.
'.

activities the
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his own children; Alis is teaching in an elementary school in Western

Massachusetts; Steve is attending graduate school in Syracuse where he
is

in the Fine Arts program and has received a teaching assistantship

Cindi is pursuing graduate studies in Education and

is an

administra-

tive assistant to the Regional Commissioner of the Department of Youth

Services in Massachusetts; Peter is the Assistant Director of Residential Life at a residential treatment center for disturbed children,

Kathy is teaching fifth grade in Maine; Jamie, her husband, is teaching

English and Literature in the Junior High School; Howard

is

teaching

sixth grade; Steve is a cost consultant engineer.

According to our information the students wanted these jobs and
were excited about doing these things.
In November and again in May we administered the Dimock L Inven-

tory which was designed to improve the selection of leaders for small

educational and recreational groups.

In validation studies with fifteen

groups it identifies poor leaders about nine times out of ten.

Low

scores are associated with profiles of people who tend to be ineffective small group leaders--people who are not flexible, cooperative and

participative in their orientation to others.

In studies of fifty edu-

cational, training, and supervisory programs the Inventory appears to
be rather effective in assessing learnings that are related to func-

tional leadership.

exceed 330.

The desirable range of scores on the total Inventory

The standard error of measurement is 16.

of the Inventory is

The reliability

.86.

the Inventory
In November, 31 students in Explorations! completed

with a mean score of 399.

In May, 31 students again completed the Inventory
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with a mean score of 395.

Within this sample there were 22 students

who completed the Inventory both in November and
May.
The data were sent to the author ot the Inventory,
Dr. Hedley G.

Dimock, and he commented that there is no statistical
significance in
the difference between these two scores (standard
error being sixteen)

and that the students we selected came from among the very
top of a
normal sample and are even a relatively high group for University
students

.

He also did an intensive review of the data (using small sample

statistics

t-test on the significance of the difference of the means

of two small correlated samples)

for the twenty- two students who com-

pleted the Inventory both in November and May.

This showed that their

performance at the beginning of the year was at the 90th percentile and
that they did not change in any significant way during the year.

These students came from the top of the normal population and
the average score was in the top 10 per cent.

Furthermore, of these

twenty-two people, only one person would not be selected as showing
potential of being a superior leader.
Dr. Dimock also commented that it is not usual for the extremely

high scoring people to change their attitudes as measured by this Inventory during training and educational programs.

4

We feel this data showed that the students within Explorations',

are among the top in terms of leadership ability and that this was

^ Letter from Dr. Hedley G. Dimock, author of the Dimock L
Inventory, October 18, 1972.
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demonstrated through the kinds of projects and experiences
with which
they involved themselves while in Explorations', and, as
well, it was

shown by the kinds of activities they involved themselves with
after
graduation.

Internal

-

Subjective Data

Question number two in Tables

2

and

3

indicates how the students

felt about their own personal programs and question number six in Table

asks the students to rate this year in comparison to other years in

university.

The mean rating of the responses to these questions points

overwhelmingly to the fact that the students were able to create personal programs for themselves which they judged to be 'near great' and
'near excellent' and, as well, they judged this year 'near excellent'

in comparison to other years in university.
One of the questions included in the May questionnaire asked,

"Have there been any changes in your values, goals, lifestyle since

September?

Has Explorations

[

had any effect on these?

How?"

The fol-

lowing are the students' responses:

A lot of changes have taken place in me. Explorations! provided
the atmosphere for me to actualize, get hold of and express my
ideas about living and how

I

feel about people.

Yes, I've become more sensitive to my own needs as well as others.
I'm integrating my parts more and more every day. Explorations!
has been at the root of this.

The change in me is that I've begun to explore many new things because of the people I'm in contact with in this program.
Because of Explorations! I could leave the university. This put me
more on my own to form my own life-style and test my values.

3
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I've lived and grown with my slice of
Explorations

I

right inside

ve become more aware of my struggle to free
myself to be myself
saw that I didn't like myself and I xnew
I had to like myself.
T e freedom to be on my own has helped me
become aware of mv need
to dare to be myself.
I

I

Explorations', has been a catalyst to speed up the
process of the
direction I was heading in.
I have given up being idealistic and now try
to deal more with
realities

have found it easier to meet new and different people.
learned to depend on myself more and it feels good.

I

Explorations! has questioned my values

I

have

....

I have learned to depend on myself, learned how to leave
projects
and how to better plunge into new ones which I want to be in.

I can now deal with myself by myself--no real need to use people as
much as sounding boards or excuses

The program allowed me to get a degree and certification without
interrupting my education.

Because of Explorations! I've had time to become aware of myself
and my growth. This has been the most valuable year of my life.
One really big change I've noticed is that I'm no longer lazy.
Hooray

Explorations! has given me the time and the opportunity to experience myself in a way that has brought me closer to where. I want to
be
I have changed almost completely.
and more love

I

have more initiative, less fear

I am more open-minded in my ideas
I have been constantly asking
myself questions and forming opinions. I have been more aware of
social issues and varied values and goals of others. No longer will
I ever merely go along with the ideas of 'everybody else.'
.

The freedom put me through first bad things then good.

Explorations! has increased my desire to help people and myself.
I've relaxed more and have met so many neat people that have affected
my values and goals by showing me how to help myself.
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By being allowed to follow my mind I've been able
to clarify my
^
values more accurately.

I've become far less tense and uptight since joining
Explorations'..
The lack of pressure has really helped me. I hope
I've learned to'
cope with responsibility better although I'm still
not
sure.

My patience and understanding have been tested and have truly
grown
and deepened these past months.
I've found that my desire to teach
is real and sincere.
I've never been more involved and happy than
I have this year.
Explorations', has made it possible for me to
discover
m definitely not going into the public schools to help perpetrate
institutional racism and murder my soul for a few pennies. Explorations'. has allowed me to deepen my commitment to my personal lifestyle.
I

My whole life has deepened--Explorations has allowed it. More than
ever before I am committed to myself, to humanity, to people, to
understanding and to love.
'.

We also gleaned from the students' grading letters statements

referring to the quality of their education this year.

These now follow;

Fall Semester
I

feel good about what I've done this semester.

I've passed not only the teaching courses but right into a new era,
outlook and feeling about myself and education. The freedom of
choice and the removal of programmed learning came at a perfect time.
After taking two years of required courses it was time for a change.
The variety of experiences this year has led me into many different
Explorations', has allowed me to use my own incendirections.
Now I
tive and to follow my own paths.
It is a pleasant change.
feel I can stay and finish university.
I am dreaming of adopting
children from all different cultures and starting my own school
maybe in domes. It will be up to the children.
.

.

.

feel I haven't done as well as I hoped I would. I have many
faults and many areas of confusion as a person who is learning about
I have tried and what I feel is
education.
I have worked hard.
most important I am trying. I do feel that in my student teaching
I have made education in my classroom a bit more human, more open
and more fun.
I

I've been doing things that are important to me.
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My major experience has been working with an amazing
teacher
I'd
like to model myself after her. Her room is like
an Integrated
Day classroom. I know now I will never be able to
teach in a traditional and authoritarian way. I'm not an authoritarian-I like
the noise and the general confusion.

This has been a fine semester for me. I have succeeded in
getting
things together that I wanted to do like working in a nursery
school,
volunteered in a mental hospital, being in an encounter group and
taking some science courses. Explorations', has been an amazing
thing for me. As far as passing is concerned I feel I've lived to
my fullest this semester. It has been the little unplanned things
that have taught me so much. In short, I'm learning how to take
care of myself.
I have proven to myself that I can set up a curriculum with meaning
and follow through with it myself. I've done a good job in the first
grade I've student taught in. Explorations', has been one of the most
educational experiences that I have ever taken part in.

ing Semester

believe that the criteria of whether or not I am a good teacher
within myself. I am feeling that I will be a good teacher and
Explorations has contributed to this. I have never felt so together
with myself or my world. I have had a wonderful two semesters to
try and experience my ideas, thoughts, and fantasies against institutions and people in a way that was totally my own. In many instances I found that I was operating with strong biases and stereotypes that I believe I would have never questioned or changed if I
had been, in a conventional program.
I

is

I

This year has been fantastic for me. Explorations', has been challenging, frightening, exciting and rewarding. I actually had the
opportunity to make my education happen. I think that is one of the
most important things to me
I have also experienced real children
in real schools and have been confronted with their real everyday
problems. I am gaining self-confidence and beginning to stand up
for the things I believe in. My awareness of social issues like
racism and sexism has been sparked and I'm consciously trying to
raise my levels of awareness and action. I feel I have learned
more, become aware of more, and been exposed to more all because of
being in Explorations!.
.

My experiences this year have been full ones. I have a good feeling
and even though this semester will end on the school calendar, there
are so many things that I know I'll carry with me that were begun
this year, that I feel it isn't ending.
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feel I ve gained a lot of confidence in my ability
to 'teach.'
I've worked hard on forming a philosophy of education
and have*
made some progress there. I've read books and done
the things
I've always wanted to do
.I'm excited about being a teacher.
I

^

.

.

.

Working in a flexible school has strengthened my convictions
that
the true teacher is the learner himself. While the
person in the
role of a teacher may provide a positive exterior force, the
real
motivation comes from within.
I've gained so much from this
semester and I feel really good about my personal as well as my
intellectual and professional growth.
.

.

.

Teaching is really fun-- though many doubts, fears, and anxieties
are crising. Wow, what a challenge'.
I enjoy the opportunity being
involved with the material I'm teaching and especially with the
kids.
I'm kind of pleased with what I've done. Of course if I had
the semester to do over again I'd change a few things, but even the
bad times were good.
I feel eager for challenge and new ways to do
things.
I want to make things happen and I don't just sit around
and wait anymore.
I've been involved in my very own way with the world. This in my
eyes is my greatest achievement this semester.
I feel a growth and
a capacity for handling the insights of last semester,

yesterday
i saw the world
and i cried,
today
i take those tears
and water the land.

We feel these data show that the students had one of the best,

most meaningful, most relevant, most exciting, most challenging and
most alive years of their lives and that they took advantage of the op-

portunities that Explorations

I

afforded and educated themselves.

We want to make explicit, however, that there were three stuit turned

dents (that we are aware of) who caused us some concern.

One,

out, didn't seem to appreciate either the program or us.

Since she had

already done her student teaching the previous year, she registered for
formal courses the second semester.

Under the Explorations, program
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she was free to do this.

Another felt the program was not concerned
with the same issues
as he was and that the meetings did not contain
the content nor have

the structure that he wanted.

He was especially interested in learning

disabilities and so, in the second semester, he registered
for formal
courses in this subject, taking one course at each of the
major colleges
in the area.

The third seemed to be dissatisfied with our leadership.

attended most meetings and enjoyed the other students.

He

It just seemed

that between us there was always an air of tension.

We want to point, however, that although difficulties arose be-

tween these students and the program and/or us, the structure of Explorations'.

allowed them to create experiences which were meaningful to them.

The Staff

External

-

Objective Data

Earlier we stated our belief that the staff is a key element in
a program such as Explorations!.

We stated that we wanted to be sup-

portive and encouraging of the students and to let them structure their

curriculum and the program according to their wants.

At the end of the

year we handed out the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire

which

Leader Behavior:
Roger M. Stogdill and Alvin E. Coons, eds
No.
Monograph
88 (Columbus,
Research
Its Description and Measurement ,
1957).
University,
State
Ohio
The
Ohio:
Bureau of Business Research,
^

.

,
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asked the students to rate our behavior in terms of Initiating
Structure and Consideration.

Initiatxng structure refers to "the leader's behavior in delineating the relationship between himself and members of the workgroup and in endeavoring to establish well-defined patterns of
organization, channels of communication, and methods of procedure." On the other hand, consideration refers to "behavior
indicative of friendship, mutual trust, respect and warmth in
the relationship between the leader and the members of his staff."”

Table 4 shows the results obtained from the students.

The

left-hand column deals with Initiating Structure and the right-hand

column deals with Consideration.

At the end of each column is our score

which was computed according to directions contained with the questionnaire in Appendix II.

Figure
Model.

1

shows where to locate our scores on the Ohio State

It can be seen that we rank high in Consideration and low in

Initiating Structure which

is

in keeping with our intent.

Question number three in Table
program directors.

3

asked the students to rate the

Here they rated us strongly above the average.

One of the questions included in the May questionnaires asked
the students, "What are your feelings and perceptions about Marsha and

Jeff as program directors?"

Here are their responses:

I adore you guys

I'm glad you were the directors.
I felt you did a fine job.

They are hard working and sincere.

Hersey and Blanchard, Management of Organizational Behavior
p. 65.

,

Table »».— Leader Behavior Description
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(N=
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Perhaps a bit idealistic in their goals.

Sometimes without realizing it a bit
pushy.

They are sensitive and open.
Explorations', is Marsha and Jeff--free,

happiness

full of life and love and

Flowing beauty
They are open, friendly and positively aggressive.
They know what they want and pursue this with no
compromise without
infringing on others

Marsha and Jeff help the people who need it.
They provide ideas, opportunities and alternatives.
They are clear and out front about who they are and what
they are doing

Literally lifesavers

Honest and caring

Organized

Approachable
I

think they, and we, find the freedom frightening at times.

They didn't demand much and that was cool.
Overall, pretty good

They give help, suggestions and feedback when needed.

They try hard to do what they feel is right.
They did an excellent job.
Sometimes I felt my ideas and values were disregarded because they are
so firm in their own values
.

I

wouldn't want their job.

I

respect them.

Never before in my years in university have I felt that someone beyond
fellow students cared about me--Marsha and Jeff do.
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They are sincere and committed.

They didln't make their expectations clear enough.
Not willing to deal with dissension
I like them.

personally couldn't relate to their trip, but they are great
people
in their own right.
I

I

am pleased to have known and worked with them.

They have confronted and supported me.
I

respect them for their growth and honesty.

I'm glad to know them.
I

really like them.

They stood up on the issue of institutional racism and
more for it.

I

respect them

I'd like to have them feel better about trusting their people.

They are dedicated.

They have kept the program alive all year.
I love

you

They are a little confused about their roles as authority figures.
They generate excitement.

They are excellent directors
I

know what they are thinking because they tell me.

They are uptight about some things

Friends
Not letting people swing along in their own way
I respect them both.

They are very good.
Very open people
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They care about improving the quality of education.
I

think they are fabulous

They are open and honest.
I

love Marsha and Jeff.

They are concerned about me
They've been conscientious and unselfish.

They go out of their way to aid and advise students.
They are excellent because they believe in what they are doing.

They don't force their authority.
They share their ideas with people.
They are very beautiful and together people.

We solicited from Dr. Richard J. Clark, Jr., the Chairperson
of the Teacher Preparation Programs Council (TPPC) and our immediate

supervisor, a written statement evaluating us as program directors.

Here is his statement:
The program directors have been highly effective in designing
the program, recruiting students into it, creating an atmosphere
Students value
of excitement and involvement and importance.
their contribution very highly.

Wefeel

this evidence shows that we, from the students' point

of view and from the point of view of the Chairperson of the TPPC, did

an effective job as program directors for Explorations'..

perspective we concur in this opinion.

From our own

For us it was a most challenging
m

and rewarding year and one in which we believe we proved our ability
and effectiveness as program directors.
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The Goals of Explorations'.

We now want to assess to what degree the goals
of Explorations',

were realized.

Goals for the Individuals

Everyone graded themselves and sent us a written letter stating
the grades they wanted at the end of each semester as we required.

About three students each semester, though, called us at the last moment
and told us verbally the grades they wanted, sending a letter later.
We accepted this

.

The thirty-two students desiring Massachusetts State certifica-

tion did the minimum one month of student teaching in a school setting
for which they wanted certification.

Ten decided not to do their stu-

dent teaching.
By their own reckoning (question number five. Table

3)

the stu-

dents believed that they did slightly below average in dealing with the
issues of institutional racism and sexism and the bearing these had on

their behavior and attitude.

We will comment more on this when we get

to the program's goal to deal with these issues.

In the first semester thirty-nine students (93 per cent) took

all their credits withia Explorations', while three (7 per cent) took
one three credit course each outside of the program.

In the second

m

semester thirty-two students (76 per cent) took all of their credits

within Explorations', while five (12 per cent) took one three credit
course outside the program, two (5 per cent) took two three credit
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courses and three (7 per cent)
took more than two courses
outside the
program
The students used a variety o£
means to keep us Informed as
to
«hat they were doing and, as well.
„e would seek out those who we
felt

were losing touch with us.
We arranged a test to check out
how well we were keeping track
of what the students were doing.

Every three month period we asked an

independent person^ to pick out of a hat
the names of five students.

After she picked each name, we would tell
her what we thought that student had been doing.

She would take notes and then call each
student

to check with CO whether, in fact, co had
been doing what we had described.

We scored 100 per cent correct on this test.

Here is a statement from

the independent person:
I feel Marsha and Jeff had a remarkable breadth
of knowledge
about the academic and personal aspects of each student's
life.
They definitely knew all the significant things going on with
the
members of the program to whom I spoke. In every case what Marsha
and Jeff told me about a person proved true in my telephone conversations with that person.
I personally feel that in a personalized program like Explorations'. knowing the students is the real test and Marsha and Jeff
pass with flying colors; they more than satisfied their objective
of knowing what the students were doing.
One thing that particularly struck me was how many of the students told me how really pleased they were about the program. They
appreciated the freedom and valued the time they had to get into
what was important to them. I never once felt anyone was abusing
the freedom the program offered and I felt the students' level of
maturity was very high.

Table

5

shows the attendance at the various Explorations'.

Marge Blanchard was the independent person. She was someone
who we had met and who was interested in the program and in finding
Out what the students were doing. We appreciate the assistance she gave
the project.
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Table

5

.--Attendance at Explorations'. Activities

Weekends
Date
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan.
March

March
April
May

17,

Number
18,

19

36
32
34
23
25

22, 23, 24
19, 20, 21
12
28, 29, 30

21,

23

5,

6,

7

Retreat
Retreat
Retreat
One day semes ter- end gathering
Retreat
Encounter group
Conference of alternatives
Encounter group
Retreat

12*
20
12*
35

5

4,
11,
22,

3,

10,

Event

12

Seminars

Date
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec

Number

Topic

7

28
20

13
21
27

18
19
18

3

18

14
21

2

16

Explorations
Pre-school education
Content versus process
Urban education
Sexuality
May Day demonstration videos
Humanistic education
Ancient mythology

29

'.

Office Hours
Date
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Number

13

6

20
3

6
12
10

24

4

1

12
12

27

8

6

15
18

6

24

8

2

13

* Maximum allowed

Number

Date
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

March
March
March
March
March
April
April
April

4

9
9 (eve.)
23
23 (eve.)
1
1

(eve.)

23
5

7

6

4
4
8

8
8

9

(eve.)

5

10
14

12

7

26

14
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activities.

It seemed to us that as the year
progressed the students

needed the program less; they increasingly
seemed to be involved in
their own projects and the maintenance and
supportive roles of the

program decreased.

Further, as the year went on, students
tended

to leave the Amherst area to engage in a
greater variety of field ex-

periences

.

As mentioned in Chapter V in

section on funding, the Uni-

the,

versity and a private donation covered most of the
expenses incurred
by Explorations’..

The students only had to cover the food costs for

the monthly retreats

.

This came to about $3 per student per retreat

and this money was collected completely voluntarily and anonymously.
At the end of the year we had collected $44 less than what we had put
out

As to Our hopes for the students, we feel the data we have

presented (and will present at the end of this chapter) indicate, that
to a large degree, they were realized.

The students seem to have done

what they wanted, to have done well in that which they chose and to
have had one of the best, most meaningful, most exciting, most chal-

lenging and most alive years of cos life.

Goals for the Program

The students’ ratings, both of the program and of their own personal curriculums, as well as the data just provided concerning the
goals for the individuals, indicate, we feel, that overall the program

facilitated, encouraged and supported the realization of the requirements.
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expectations and hopes held
tfltions

s.nci

^

the students and, as well, the expec-

hopss tiGld by th© studsiits

The major exception is in the area of
combatting institutional

racism and sexism.

according to Table

This was listed as our second program goal
and
3,

question number four, the students believe the

program did below average in realizing this goal.

Combined with their

low rating of their own goal of increasing their awareness
of institu-

tional racism and sexism, this area stands out as the weakest area
of

Explorations

'.

Table

.

6

shows the results obtained from the questionnaire which

was sent to the cooperating teachers with whom the Explorations', students practice taught.

8

Question number four in Table

6

shows that the cooperating

teachers tend to confirm the students' evaluation that in combatting

institutional racism and sexism the program and the students were not
s

trong
We attribute this weakness to ourselves.

We were not very sure

of ourselves in this area and we tred very gently for most of the year.
As well, the School had just implemented this goal and also was weak in

providing leadership and resources to realize its intent.

On all of

our parts there was more 'good intention' than action.

Toward the end of the school year events at the School of Education
g

Questionnaires were mailed with stamped self-addressed envelopes to thirty cooperating teachers and a total of twenty were received
completed. This represented a 66 per cent return rate.

Ill

Table

1

.

6.

Data Obtained from Cooperating Teachers

How well do you feel the student was prepared to deal
effectively
with a student- teaching experience?
7.

25

5

5

35

30

5

1

1

7

6

1

N

1

preparation
was barely
adequate

prepared
2

.

How do you think the student handled the freedom that the Explorations*. program provided?
7.

15

15

45

15

10

N

3

3

9

3

2

was very
l^zy
3.

ideally

7.

6

0

6

35

53

N

1

0

1

6

9

indifferent

extremely
positive

Did the student seem to be concerned about the possibility of
institutional racism or sexism operating in your school?
20
4

7.

N

20
4

didn't seem
at all
concerned
5.

overly
anxious

vjas

What did your student's opinion of the Explorations', program seem
to be?

extremely
negative
4.

very well
prepared

30

25

5

6

5

1

was always
looking out

seemed
somewhat
concerned

for it

What was your overall impression of the student you worked with?
20
4

7.

N

10

5

2

1

should enter
some other
field

20
4

45
9

will make a
good teacher

will make
an adequate
teacher

you see the Explorations', student primarily as

a.

Teacher's aide

b.

Student teacher

c

Professional co-worker

a:

N

7.

4

20

10

50

6

30
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brought this issue into sharp focus and we feel that
both for us and
for some of the students, these events were a major
learning experience

concerning ins^titutional racism.
As well, at our last monthly retreat in May, we made
institu-

tional racism the major topic.

We asked that each student have read
9

Institutional Racism in America and come expecting to participate and
learn more about the issues of racism and sexism.
Our aim was to make sure that, at the very least, everyone knew

what was meant by the term 'institutional racism and sexism' and that
they begin to apply this knowledge to their everyday situations.
This weekend turned out to be a powerful and emotionally charged

experience and we feel that most of the students who attended went away

with a greatly increased awareness of these issues.
We also didn't attract members from any minority groups.

At

the time of our selection process we assumed that Third World people

would apply just like white people.

When this didn't happen we didn't

take any action to change the situation and so we ended up with an all-

white program.
We did much better in having a balanced membership in terms of

males and females.

We had eighteen males (43 per cent) and twenty- four

females (57 per cent), the male percentage being the highest of any of
the undergraduate alternative programs.

Also of these eighteen males,

twelve were in elementary education and six in secondary education.

9

Knowles and Prewitt, Institutional Racism in America

.
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The staff also reflected this balance, we being
a male and a female.

We now want to look at how viable and successful
Explorations',
was as an alternative approach to teacher ^reparation
As mentioned previously, Explorations', is continuing
for a

second year with 75 per cent more students and an additional
staff
person.

10

This indicates that there is an increasing demand for the

program by students and that the School of Education believes in Explorations'.

enough to give it additional support.
Further, the data we have presented so far, representing the

perceptions and feelings of the students, indicate that they have been
able to build personal curriculums which they judge to be 'near great'
and 'near excellent.'

Looking at Table

6

and analyzing the responses from the coopera-

ting teachers, we can see that they tend to corroborate the students'
feelings and perceptions about their personal curriculums.

In question

two 45 per cent of the teachers thought that their students ideally

handled the freedom that the Explorations', program provided and another
30 per cent checked the adjacent categories.

Fifty-three per cent of

the teachers thought that their students had an extremely positive

opinion of the Explorations', program while another 35 per cent checked
the adjacent category.

Only one teacher saw cos student as having an

extremely negative opinion about Explorations!.
Unfortunately we did not ask the students to rate themselves

Explorations', in its second year has a black woman, Rochelle
Chandler, as the third director as well as nineteen Third World students.
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directly as to professional competence.

On the basis of the data we

have so far presented concerning the students'
feelings and perceptions
about theii own competency as teachers, we feel we
can infer that some

of the students felt that they were developing as
competent teachers.
This view would tend to be corroborated by the cooperating

teachers, 45 per cent of whom felt that their students will
make good

teachers.

Another 20 per cent checked the adjacent category while 20
felt that their students should enter some other field.

(Question number five. Table 6.)
In terms of preparation to deal effectively with a student

teaching experience (question number one. Table 6), 30 per cent of the

cooperating teachers felt the Explorations! students were very well

prepared and an additional 35 per cent checked the adjacent category
while 25 per cent felt the students were poorly prepared.
Thus, in relation to questions five and one in Table

6,

we have

65 per cent of the teachers rating their students near the optimal point

of the scale and 30 per cent rating their students near the opposite

end of the scale.
Further, when given the opportunity to rank the students as

either teacher's aides, student teachers or professional co-workers,
50 per cent of the cooperating teachers saw their students primarily
as student teachers while 30 per cent saw them as professional co-workers

and 20 per cent saw them as teacher's aides.
So,

according to this sample, it seems we have approximately

See Forest, Explorations!
this inference

,

II for a further corroboration of
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70 per cent of the students becoming professionally
competent as teach-

ers and approximately 30 per cent

v7ho

were seen as being poorly pre-

pared and advised to enter some other field.
As well, we saw letters of commendation written for
six stu-

dents by their cooperating teachers citing their high quality
of work.

Four students (all juniors) received job offers of full time employment from the institutions where they did their student teaching.

One

of these students was hired as a teacher's aide for the remainder of
the year.

Another student (a senior) was hired as a teacher at the

school where she did her student teaching and one student did substitute teaching in Vermont.
In addition, one of the students received a government grant to

carry out a program with delinquent children and another student started
a free school in Alaska which was written up in the local newspaper and
is

funded by both Federal and State governments.

The only two students

we received negative feedback on both chose to forego their eligibility
for certification and had their student teaching credits converted into

independent study credits.

While not conclusive, we believe this evidence, along with the
data on what the graduates are doing, indicates a high quality of performance by the students in Explorations! and lends some justification
to saying that Explorations

I

is at

least viable as an alternative

approach to teacher preparation and is seemingly successful for a clear

majority of the students.
We want the students to have the last word and so we will close

with their own words taken from the small group taped sessions which
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were held at the end of the year.
How does Explorations’, compare to other programs?
To me the difference between Explorations', and other programs
I've been in is
the power of decision-making.
In Explorations', the power is
within the program. Theoretically Marsha and Jeff
could force
what they want, but they never really did that. Other
programs
I ve been in have had power in the hands of
people not really
involved in the program. Explorations', is really dedicated
to
letting people do what they need to do and want to do. It is a
relaxed thing that people can get into. There isn't a lot of
formalized structure but enough so that people know what they
have to do.
It s up to them to do it but they know they can get
help from Marsha and Jeff and other people in the program.
In the past school has provided me with virtually no education
or understanding of what I can do and then, all of a sudden, I
got into Explorations! and discovered I was motivated. Marsha
and Jeff gave me a motivating force to do a lot of things I never
would have done before
I was lazy and when I got into this program I started thinking about education and getting excited about
it.
Marsha and Jeff always seemed ready and willing to help me.
Other programs didn't have this but Marsha and Jeff really provided me and others with the feeling that someone really cared.
The freedom and trust in this program have really been a motivating force for me.
.

I've taught in a lot of schools in the past two years as a student
teacher and worked with a lot of children. Explorations! for me
was a good chance to structure my life and decide what I wanted
to do with it.
I didn't have to be structured to a bunch of courses
that the School wanted me to take.
I feel that Explorations! is
an alternative and should be one of many alternatives, not the
only one. A lot of children can't handle complete freedom. I
felt I had enough experience to make my own decisions and I'm glad
I think it would be nice if
I took the opportunity to do this.
everyone could structure their life but I feel you need experience. From Explorations! I learned a lot and I feel every college
student should have at least a semester to structure his or her
own t ime

I'd take your point one step further, Kathy. I think the whole
college experience should be more like Explorations!. It doesn't
You can if you want but you don'
mean you don' t take courses
have to worry about papers, exams, etc.
.

It would be ideal if school were such that you could make your own
choices, but I feel that after twelve years in traditional schools
you can't throw everyone into all their own decisions. I do wish

though that schools were more like Explorations!.

IL7

don't perforin well under a system that gives
grades, exams, etc.
think most of us in this program are happy to
have the experience
to do what we like.
I'm satisfied with the program.

I

I

I think if you are satisfied with ttie
program it's because you are
satisfied with yourself. I've found that the program
is whatever
I wanted it to be.
Being in the middle of other people and seeing their growth and problems and solutions has been
important for
me. Marsha wrote a poem at the end of the year.
She wrote,
"I see Explorations', in all your faces." I really felt
that was
so,
A really special thing to me about this program was getting
into it. The only qualification was that you really wanted
it.
You just wanted to be free to design your own life for a year.
For me that was great. I went through bad bad times this year
but I was really learning and I was responsible for myself.

Given the fucked up quality of education and the general police
state atmosphere and the resentment I felt towards school, I feel
that since I've been in this program I've been learning because
_I want to and not in spite of the school.
This is a nice change.
Whenever I came in contact with the University before this year it
was always like a hussle to try and satisfy them so that they
wouldn't get in my way of trying to learn. When I first encountered Explorations', out of habit that's the way I related to it
but then after getting into it and experiencing the people and
especially Marsha and Jeff it was really remarkable. I found out
I didn't have to hussle at all anymore.
This program was really
something positive. It was something you didn't have to fight
against to keep out of the way. It really promoted learning. It
gave a lot of support. It was really amazing--you didn't have to
do snow jobs--you could just be honest.
If you were doing something
and it wasn't working out at all you could just talk it over with
Marsha and Jeff and they'd try to help you deal with it.

When I started this year I felt I had had an unsuccessful junior
year in working with kids. I started off this year working on
myself and my confidence. I went back to a classroom to get
another experience to see if I could work with children. It took
me a whole year and now I feel I'll make a good teacher. It was
kind of a remarkable and wonderful feeling getting back my confidence .

needed someone to move me along and Marsha and Jeff did that.
They'd see me doing something and we'd talk about it and then I'd
I finally found a kingo home and think about our conversation.
things
I learned
of
a
lot
learned
and
dergarten where I worked
these
that
superstructure-some
by
I felt terribly intimidated
to
have
would
they
that
learn
little children had to start to
grade.
first
to
'graduate'
behave a certain way so they could
I may not be able to teach in a public school because the rules
I

.
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are so frustrating and I couldn't do the things I
wanted to do.
At times I almost left this school.
One day the teacher told
one of the little girls not to hang around me so much.
The
poor kid just cried and cried and I couldn't stand to see
that.

People make those rules
Maybe the rules should be there for
the people who want to use them.
.

I'm working in a classroom where the six year olds are given a
lot of rules.
One child is scared of the class. He hides and
doesn't relate to anyone.
I'm trying to be completely positive
with him. I don't yell at him like the teacher does and he is
beginning to trust me. If you just give a child the freedom
and the time and the patience good things start to happen. The
rules that this school has are superficial. They aren't good
for the children--they are intimidating. Most of us went to
schools where the rules were incredible. I laughed once in
high school and the teacher said, "What are you laughing at?"
I said, "Well, I can't tell you--it is nothing in particular."
So he said, "People who laugh and don't know what they are laughing about are sick.
You better lay down." I was constantly
getting sent out of the classroom because of the rules and they
never had anything to do with me
I don't think the rules in most schools make any lasting discipline.
All it does is produce fear and people deal with the fear. This
can have long reaching effects and it certainly doesn't help people
become more free but I don't think most schools in this country are
interested in helping students become more free and so I'm not
really interested in them or their rules. I feel there is a definite need for discipline-- the kind that comes from within yourself.
I could sit here for hours and
Schools are like a police state.
I couldn't
tell stories about what happened to me in school.
drink milk and the teacher said, "You have to drink milk, Rajmiond."
So I drank the milk and got sick and she kept saying I had to
drink the milk. This was young teachers and they were usually the
worst. They are fucking up the kids. On one level, if we're
talking about change we need to ask how deeply committed we are.
I think we have to work with the parents because they certainly
have a lot to do with how the child sees the world.

feel teachers are dealing with a lot of fear in themselves and
They
so they project that onto the children in their classes
control
can
they
way
so
certain
a
act
to
students
their
want
always
of
tendency
A
teacher.
the
to
threat
a
be
won't
they
them and so
11
we
teachers
As
teacher.
the
believe
to
is
people in a class
It all tends to promote ignorance in
all have to deal with that.
intolerable.
education and that is
I

.
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Do you think Marsha and Jeff should
have the power to stop someone
from being a teacher— to not certify
that person if they are
racist or sexist in their behavior?
If this program is to be a success it
nas to have the power to
force people to open their minds.
If someone is perpetrating
racism or sexism I'd say that was mostly
out of ignorance.
I think Marsha and Jeff should have
the power to get to that person on a real level and to talk about the
things that person
cares about. They and all of us must try to
get that person to
explore new ways of thinking and being.

This program stands for certain things like
individual freedom
We need to react personally and emotionally to the
person who we
feel will hurt kids. We have to do something about
the bad things
we see existing in our world. We can't just sit by and
let it
slide by.

The tape is almost over and I want to say I've really enjoyed
Explorations'..
It's the best program I've ever been in and I've
seen a lot of programs that have gone on at this University. I'm
glad I was able to be in Explorations'.. The things that happened
to me this year have really changed me in many good ways
.

One of the beauties of Explorations', is that it has given me
chance to see things in new perspectives and in new lights.

a

It occurred to me recently that the process of how this program
works is the process of how we'll teach. What we want to do in
a classroom is what we'll do in this program.

We are all trying to do something and damn it, we'll do it.
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Alternative Teacher Preparation Programs, 1971-72

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS: A program for 30 elementary and secondary students
which includes an Outward Bound experience, semester-long
internship in an alternative school, and courses for which the
students share responsibility with professors.

EARLY CHILDHOOD: Program provides for a professional year of training
for those who have a real interest in teaching young children
between the ages of three and eight. Field experiences are
geared to student's own interests.
EXPLORATIONS: Freedom to design your own curriculum, learning environment, and teaching experience. A wholly contained, one year
program open to both elementary and secondary students who are
totally responsible for making their own choices.

FITCHBURG EXCHANGE: A two year program open to a limited number of
sophomores and juniors
One year is spent in exchange at the
Fitchburg State College campus where training will be given in
methods and student teaching of special education.
.

INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAM: The Individualized Program is designed for students who are already well along in their preparation and want
to finish within the same framework as they started.
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: A 3 semester program for elementary and secondary certification candidates who are either sophomores or juniors
Courses explore other cultures in depth, ways to internationalize education in the United States, and ways to transplant
another culture into your classroom.

MARK'S MEADOW: Five consecutive semesters combining course work with
classroom teaching in Mark's Meadow elementary school. Closely
related theory and experience on an "integrated day" model.

MARTHA'S VINEYARD: Total immersion for one academic year in the public
school system and the self-contained Martha's Vineyard community
Simultaneous with pracis the unique feature of this program.
tical classroom experiences, students will pursue a program of
common and individualized readings, projects, seminars and conferences. The theoretical, the experiential, and the clinical
will be thoroughly integrated.
The Master of Arts in Teaching program is
to a
a ten-month, thirty-six credit study of teaching leading

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING:
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Master s Degree. At the center of the program
is a concern
about teaching in a large sense; a concern with
helping people
to find meaning in their experience through
assisting participants with the development of vision, imagination,
and ability
to create community.

MASTER OF EDUCATION DEGREE PROGRAM IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION:
The M.Ed.
in Elementary Education is a professional program which
leads
to the degree and to teacher certification at the elementary
level (K-8)
It is a coordinated program specifically aimed at
graduates who hold a bachelor's degree and wish to earn a
.

master's degree and teacher certification concurrently.

MEDIA SPECIALISTS FOR THE DEAF
This 3 year program is not a certification program, but instead prepares students to be media special:

ists in schools for the deaf.

METEP:

A two-semester program open to elementary education majors. It
provides those competencies necessary to function effectively
in integrated day classrooms or in any educational setting where
active learning is emphasized.

OFF-CAMPUS:
Elementary and secondary certification candidates practice
teach in schools as far away as California and England, working
with innovations such as differentiated staffing, flexible
scheduling, integrated day and open classroom.
SHP:

Developing teaching skills to the fullest over 2 1/2 years. Open
to both elementary and secondary teaching candidates.
A five
phase program emphasizing the social, historical and philosophical foundations of education which culminates in a Master's
degree

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION: For secondary teaching candidates interested
in the growing field of cooperative education; that is, working
with high school students who spend half their time in classroom
learning and half in work- learning experiences in hospitals,
business offices, museums, and other community services.
URBAN EDUCATION: Designed to develop teachers who will have, in addition to concepts and skills related to learning theory, political
sophistication necessary to become reform strategists. The
program has multiple entry and exit points. Internship in cities
such as Springfield and Boston.
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Evaluation Questionnaire
prepared by
Teacher Preparation Program Council (TPPC)
1971-72 Academic Year - Fall Semester
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The purpose of this questionnaire is to seek constructive criticism and
examine trends of feeling within the School of Education student body
about teacher preparation.
Results will be evaluated by TPPC and will be
made available to program directors.
The questions may be answered in short form, however, please feel free to
make any written comments you feel pertinent to the issues raised (or not
raised).
Record your answers with a soft lead pencil on the standard answer
sheet as follows
mark the box numbered "1" if you STRONGLY AGREE
mark the box numbered "2” if you AGREE
mark the box numbered ”3'' if you HAVE NO OPINION
mark the box numbered ”4" if you DISAGREE
mark the box numbered "5" if you STRONGLY DISAGREE

Please record the first seven digits of your social security number (use your
student number if you don't have a social security number, sex, program, and
class on the answer sheet as well as on the questionnaire as follows:
Class (grade); 3=freshman, 4=sophomore, 5-junior, 6=senior, 7=grad.
Program: Below is a list of programs. Each is preceded by a letter.
In the first column of the name field on the answer sheet mark the letter
which corresponds to your program.
This information will allow TPPC to study the responses based on program,
Individual students will not be identified. The results will
sex, etc.
not be used for student evaluation.
OR TO
PLEASE RETURN
1. THIS QUESTIONNAIRE BY DEC. 22 TO YOUR PROGRAM DIRECTOR
EDUCATION.
TPPC IN ROOM 121 OF THE SCHOOL OF

Name (if you wish)__
Soc. Sec. # (or student

//)

Clas s
Sex

Major
Program (check one)
Alternative Schools, A. Donn Kesselheim
a.
Early Childhood, David Day
b.
Explorations!, Marsha and Jeffrey Forest
c.
Fitchburg Teacher Exchange, Barbara Roberts
d.
Individualized Programs, Undergraduate Affairs Office
e.
International Education, Walt Johnson
f.
Mark's Meadow, Mike Greenebaum
g.
Martha's Vineyard, Donald Cuniff
h.
Masters in Arts of Teaching, Jon Ball
Mason Bunker
Masters of Education Program Elementai^r Ed., R.
j.
Nourse
Media Specialists Program for the Deaf, Anita
k.
Masalski
Model Elementary Teacher Ed. Program, William
l.
E. Byxbee
Off-Campus K-12, William V. Fanslow, William
m.
Program, M. Mnor _
S.H.P. Undergraduate Masters Teacher Ed.
n.
Jack Hruska
Teacher Training for Distributive Education,
o.
Urban Education, Barbara Love
p.
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.

2

.

There is enough variety in programs.
TPPC provides clear and adequate advice which has
enabled me to select
the right program.
TPPC adequately advertises the alternative centers
and programs.
I chose my program carefully.
COMMENTS

3.

4,

5.
6

.

7.

8.
9.

10 .
11
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
.

:

?

i

20
21

.

.

22
23.
.

24.

i

25.
26.

^

27

I
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.

I was substantially influenced by the following considerations in
the
selection of my program (5-19)
Resources (such as audio/visual aids, grants).
Faculty and staff.
Field experience opportunities (such as student teaching).
Courses offered.
Structure of program.
Goals and purposes of program.
Future career plans.
Advisor recommendation.
Advice from friends.
Challenge
Number of semesters to degree completion.
Weekly time commitment.
The program required minimal effort and this fit with other personal plans.
Methods of evaluating students.
The program had space for me.
COMMENTS

The program I chose was my first choice.
I have received adequate information to enable me to correctly understand
the goals and purposes of my program.
The program and its goals and purposes have changed.
There is a good fit between the program and me with respect to goals and

purposes
There is a correspondence between the goals of the program and the
day to day means of achieving those goals.
program.
There are opportunities for peer advisement and sharing within the
when
There is individual help and consideration from the program staff
needed.
criticisms
There are adequate means for evaluations by students and for
to be heard.
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28.
29.

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.

36.
37.
38.

39.
40.
41.

42.

The program and staff are responsive to criticism and changing needs.
The program staff offers continuous and ongoing evaluation of my
activities.

Hlheory experiences (methods courses, sociological and psychological
foundations, etc.) offered by the program are (30-33):
Useful to my future plans.
Relevant to my chosen field experiences (such as student teaching).
Timely in relationship to my other activities in the program.
Fun and interesting.

My program has adequate community, School of Ed. and University
resources (such as the library, audio/visual aids, materials,
personnel)
My program makes the resources of question 34 available to me.
COMMENTS

There is a wide enough choice of field experiences to accommodate my
needs
My field experiences provide me with learning experiences I need to
fulfill my personal objectives.
The choice of field experiences included challenging, exciting, and
diverse experiences.
The duration of field experiences is too long.
The duration of field experiences is too short.
There is adequate advising in my program to determine a choice of
field experience.
My field experiences are more important and meaningful than what
I do on campus
COMMENTS

I feel lost and

43.
44.
45.
46.

because
Lack of
Lack of
Lack of
Lack of

unconnected with program and Ed. School activities

of (43-46)

communication from administration and staff.
program coherency.
program/school structure.
planning.
personal guidance in clarifying personal goals and
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47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

I

:j

:|

intend to acquire certification in Elementary Ed.
intend to acquire certification in Secondary Ed.
Reorganization of the School of Ed. into the 14 alternative
programs
has made my educational experiences more meaningful.
My program is Important to me.
My program has helped me make use of the School of Ed.
This questionnaire addresses problems of concern to me.
This questionnaire should include the following questions.
I

I

ii

(;

I

i 54.

I

I

I

I

would like to see the creation of a program such as:
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Name (optional)

EXPLORATIONS! 2/72

circle a nuniber
1.

Overall

I

_1

feel Explorations

2

3

great

2.

Overall

_1
great

I

has been going

4

5

I

_
1

poor

feel my own personal program has been going

2

3

4

5

average

4.
3.

6

average

Comments on what you like least about Explorations'.

Comments on what you like best about Explorations'.

6

_
1

poor

L29

Name (optional)

explorations: 5/72

circle a number
1.

Overall

I

feel Explorations', has been going

1

2

3

excellent
2.

1

2

3

!

2

3

4

5

average

poor

Rate how well the program has dealt with the issue of institutional
racism
1

2

3

excellent

4

5

average

poor

Rate how well you personally dealt with the issue of institutional
racism
1

2

4

3

excellent
6.

5

poor

Overall I feel the program director s have been
1

5.

4

average

excellent
4.

5

poor

Overall I feel my own personal program has been going
excellent

3.

4

average

5

average

poor

Compared to other years in college, how would you rate this year?
1

2

4

3

excellent

5

average

poor

Rate the following:
Retreats

1

2

excellent

Office Hours

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

excellent

4

3

3

3

2

3

average

5

poor
4

5

poor
4

5

poor
4

5

poor

average

excellent

Encounter groups

3

5

poor

average

excellent

Mailings

4

average

excellent

The office

3

5

poor

average

excellent

Newsletter

4

average

excellent

Seminars

3

average

4

5

poor
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Name (optional)

1.

EXPLORATIONS

I

5/72

List 3 things you like best about Explorations'.
1

.

2

.

3.

you could make any changes in Explorations! what would you change?

3.

What are your feelings and perceptions about Marsha and Jeff as
program directors?

4.

Have there been any changes in your values, goals, lifestyle since
September? Has Explorations', had any effect on these? How?

5.

In a short paragraph describe Explorations', to someone interested in
the program.

use back of page if necessary

L3L

LEADER BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE

The following items describe aspects of leadership
behavior.

each item carefully.

READ

THINK about how frequently the leaders engaged

in the behavior described by the item.

DECIDE whether they always,

often, occasionally, seldom or never act as described by the
item.

CHECK the appropriate column to show the answer you have selected.

132

LEADER BEHAVIOR

Item

Item

1. They meike their attitudes
clear to the g:roup
3. They try out tr.eir new ideas

2. They do personal favours for

vith tbe group
5. They rule vith an iron

hand
7 . They speak in a manner not
to be (Tuestioned
97 They criticise poor

.

work
air Tney assign students to
particular tasks
13. They schedule the work to
be done
ijr They insintain definite
standards of r-erfomance
17. They emphasize the meeting
of deellines
19 ^ They ecicourage tne use of
uniform; proce dures
21, They make sure that tneir
part in the organization is
understood
23. Tney ask that studs, follow
stud, miles and regulations
They let students know what
is expected of them
They see to it that students
?7
are working uo to capacity
Tney see to it that tne work
of stocdents is co-ordinated
-

.

TOTAL

students
They do little things to
n;ake it pleasant to be a
nesiber of the groun
They are easy to uncerstand
o. They find time to listen
to students
10 . They nix witn stuns
ratner
than keening to themselves
12. Tney look out for the personal welfare of stucents
14. They explain their actions
to students
lb, Tney consult students
before action
lb. Tney back up students in
their actions
20. They treat all stuoents as
eauals
22. They are willing to make
changes
1*.

|

!

2U. Tney are friendly and
aoD roach able
20. They make students feel at

ease when talking vith them
28. They put suggestions mace by

the students into action
30. Tney get group approval in
important matters before
acting

TOTAL

|

!
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DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING

Total checks in each column of the previous page and enter in square
below each column. The columns on the left hand represent the Initiating
Structure values. The right hand columns represent Consideration values.
Record the column totals in the Initiating Structure and Consideration
boxes below. Multiply each of these totals by the weighting factors
indicated. Add these for a grand total representing the Initiating
Structure value and Consideration value.

Initiating Structure
Always

X 4 =

Often

X

3 =

Occasionally

X

2

Seldom

X

1

Never

X 0 =

Total

Consideration
Always

X 4 =

Often

X 3 =

=

Occasionally

X

2

=

=

Seldom

X

1

=

Never

X 0 =

Total
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LOCATING ONESELF ON THE OHIO STATE MODEL
Directions: In order to locate oneself in one of the
four quadrants of
the Ohio State Model below examine your score for
Initiating Structure
If this score is 40 or above, you would be considered
high on that
dimension; if it is below 40, you would be considered low on
that
dimension. For Consideration
If this score is 40 or above you would
be considered high on that dimension; if it is below
40 you would be
considered low on that dimension. In which quadrant does your score
place you?
.

:

40

(High)

High
Consideration
and
Low Structure

c
o
•u
CO

High Structure
and
High
Consideration
40

0)

'O
•

CO

c
o

o

Low Structure
and

Low
Consideration

High Structure
and
Low
Consideration

(Low)

(High)

Initiating Structure
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DIN/OCK L

INVENTORY

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS BOOKLET

After each statement fill in the appropriate space on the separate
answer sheet
that nuDSt nearly describes you or your opinion.

1.

You would like to tell certain people a thing or two.

2.

WTien a group is undecided about what to do, the leader should solve the
problem
by making the decision for the group.

3.

Obedience and respect for authority are the most Important virtues children should

loam.
4.

In most cases it is important to get what you want even if you have to fight to get
it.

5.

Meetings planned by the chairman are generally better than those planned by the
members.

6.

Every person should have a complete faith in a supernatural power" whose decisions
he obeys without question.

7.

Money is important mostly because it gives its owner power.

8.

Almost any member could become a leader at one time or another.

9.

What )*outh needs is more strict discipline, rugged determination and the will to
work and fight for family and country.

10.

You hate to lose in a contest.

11.

When you come right down to it, the leader is responsible for the success or failure
of the group.

12.

Nowadays, when so many different kinds of people move around and mix together so
much, a person has to protect himself especially carefully against catching an
infection or disease from them.
is not very important.

13.

You hate to lose an argument even when the issue

14.

which face
Members should not expect the leader to take responsibility for problems
the group

15.

they ought to get
Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas, but as they grow up
down.
over them 'nd settle

16.
17.

'put in his Cor her) place
You know someone whom you would particularly like to see

various jobs, rather than expecting
The chairman or president should assign members to
them to volunteer.
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18 .

Sex crimes, such as rapes and attacks upon
children, desen'e more than mere
imprisonment; sucn criminals ought to be publicly
Khipped, or worse.

19 .

You hesl.ate to tell people to mind their own
business.

20 ,

Most members
leadership.

21 .

People can be divided into two different classes; the weak
and the strong.

22

You resent having friends or members of your family give you orders.

.

with additional training, can develop the skills
necessary for

23 .

It Is up to the leader to put a member in his place when his behavior
is upsetting
the group.

24 .

There is hardly anything lower than a person who does not feel
gratitude, and respect for his parents.

25

.

You have frequently felt like telling "nosey" people to mind their own business.

26

.

a great love,

The most successful training program is one where the senior staff draw on their
experience to decide what problems will be worked on.

27 .

Nowadays, more and more people are prying Into matters that should remain personal
and private.

28 .

In group undertakings you almost always feel that your plans are best.

29

When a group elects a president they
ship for the group's needs.

.

sliouLd-

expect him to provide most of the leader-

30 .

Most of our social problems would be solved if we could somehow get rid of the
immoral, crooked and feeble minded people.

31

hTien

people become bossy or domineering, you want to do the opposite of everything
they tell you to do.

.

decisions
A good business meeting is one which is brief, to the point, and in which

32 .

get made promptly.
33 .

better off.
If people would talk less and work more, everybody would be

34

.

"sit on them" or "tell them ofr-.
Some people become so rude that you feel the urge to

35

.

36

.

making decisions must often be
Full discussion and participation of members in
sacrificed in the interests of time and expediency.
relative
think of hurting a close friend or
No sane, normal, decent person would even
of your friends or members of your
You get into fights or arguments in defence
family.
the
method of aettUng dlaagrcementa vithln
Taking a nuijorlty vote la an effective

37 .

38 .
.

39 .

group.

possibly
many important things that can never
Science has its place, but there are
be understood by the human mind.
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40.

Kou get a lot of satisfaction
fron Baking people do as you
vant them to do

41.

Only a few members arc able to develop
good leadership ability.

42.

hljat

43.

You are likely to talk back to a
policeman or other person in authority
over you
if you feel like it.

44.

° set many members involved
in making decisions
the
major responsxbilxty for 1deciding what should
be done rests with th^senl^r
staff.

45.

Homosexuals are hardly better than criminals
and ought to be severely punished.

46.

hTien

47.

suggestions of everyone in the group is often
not worth
the txme it takes as you can’t do them all anyway.

48.

The true North American way of life is disappearing
so fast that force may be
necessary to preserve it.

this country needs most, more than
laws and political programs, is
a few
courageous, tireless, devoted leaders in
whom the people can put their faith.

someone is not playing fair, you like to
see him beaten at his own game.

•'

49.

Myone trying

to take away any of your lawful rights will
have
hands with you personally.

a

real fight on his

50.

Even when members are apparently making no progress
in their program planning, the
chairman should not take matters into his own hands and direct
them.

51.

h-hen a

person has a problem or worry, it is best for him not to think
about it
but to keep busy with more cheerful things.

’

52.

It pays to "turn the other cheek" rather than start a fight.

53.

In case of disagreement among members, the chairman should be the
final iudee or
arbitrator.

54,

Some people are bonx with an urge to jump from high places.

55,

When you resent the actions of anyone, you promptly tell him so.

56,

In practice, it is often necessary to hurt the feelings of some members
to reach a group decision.

57,

Someday it will probably be shown that astrology can explain

58,

You know or have known someone personally whom you would like to see behind prison
bars.

59,

If a chairman pays too much attention to the needs and problems of members he is
likely to be diverted from the major tasks of the group.

60,

No weakness or difficulty can hold us back if we have enough will power.

61,

You see to it that people do not take advantage of you.

62,

When time for planning is limited, the chairman should push through an idea in
order that the group can have a program which they will enjoy.

a lot

in'

order

of things.
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An insult to our honor should always
be punished.

63 .
64 .

so prott, „uch the way you want

65 .

A leader is successful if the members
expect him to initiate Ideas and maintain
group ha-mony.

66 .

Human nature being what it is. there will
always be war and conflict.

67 .

You feel the urge to stir up some excitement
when things become dull.

66

Direcr discipline should come from the leader as
can solve its own discipline problems.

69 .

Familiarity breeds contempt.

70 .

You would like to have enough money or power in order to
impress people who
think they are better than you are.

71 .

Group leaders can be Identified ahead of time by their personality traits.

72 .

The wild sex life of the old Greeks and Romans was tame compared to some of the
goings-on in this country, even in places where people might least expect It.

73 .

You have often found

74 .

hhen a group really wants to get something done, the president or chairman should
be liiven the right to exercise definite authority.

75 .

The opinions of most people are worthless.

76 .

The satisfaction each member has with the way a planning session was conducted is
more important than whether the group plaumed a program that will work out well
for all.

77 .

It

78 .

The chairman should make sure that members do not take away his control and
authority over the group.

^.

it is unlikely that the group
^

it necessary to fight for what you believe to be right.

bothers you to have other people tell you what you should do.

79 .

well how to
It bothers you to see someone else bungling a job you know perfectly
manage

80

.

successful than If
Leaders who share responsibility and decision making are more
they use their authority.

81

.

82 .

irritate you.
There are some people whose actions seem continually to

Uhely to hear about
If anyone steps ahead of you In Une. he Is

for research use only

U

tron you.
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THE DIMOCK LEADERSHIP INVENTORY

MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS

Reasons for the Inventory
This Leadership Inventory grew out of a series of studies attempting
to help improve the process of selecting leaders for educational and
recreational
groups
In addition to its usefulness in predicting the success of leaders
and supervisors of small groups, it is a valuable tool in assessing the effective
ness of leadership training programs.
It was important in constructing the
inventory to have it make sense to adults and late teens, and to have it in a
very portable form to facilitate its use in a variety of situations. This has
meant a modest completion time, ease of scoring, and straightforward language
and directions for use. The inventory and answer sheets are available in
English and French.
.

Attitudes Included in the Inventory
From fourteen attitude or temperament traits tested three have been
included in this inventory on the basis of their ability to discriminate
between successful and unsuccessful leaders. The Inventory measures the extent
to which leaders try to work with others in a flexible, trusting, collaborative
It
way, trying to share control and responsibility with group members.
assesses leadership styles on a participative-dominating continuum. The
sources of the questions are the friendliness scale of the Guilford- Zimmerman
temperament survey - tolerance of hostile action, acceptance of domination,
and respect for others; the F scale from The Authoritarian Personality
(Adorno, et al 1950) - prejudice, rigidity, authoritarian trends; and questions
pulled toother by the author looking at participative leadership (the readiness
to involve those affected by decisions in the process of making the decisions)
,

.

Reliability of the Inventory
Inventory reliability was established by a split half (alternate
question) technique on a random sample of 100 people from ten different
people
groups. The average reliability based on four groups of twenty-five
as
are
Inventory
the
of
each is .86. Tne reliabilities of the subscales.
YN^scale
.79;
scale)
friendliness
FN scale (The Guilford-Zimmerman
follows:
F scale) .72.
(Dimock) .67; A scale (questions revised from the Adorno

list the FN as
^Previously published reports by the authors of the scales
the YN as .70 and the full A scale as .90.

.75

2

14 L

The standard error of measurement score for the Inventory
is 15.81.
For the separate scales the standard error of measurement
is FN = 5 85‘
YN =7.63; A = 6.30. The standard error score means that
any given score is
that many units (plus or minus) of the true score with
a probability
of 68%. Thus, when using the Inventory to assess individual
changes in
attitudes only those scores changing by more than the standard error
score
would be considered important. They would have to be more or less than
twice
the standard error score to be reasonably certain (95%) of change.

Validity of the Inventory

A prior edition of the inventory (same questions with different
scoring) was validated on two hundred group leaders working in one of eight
different situations. All the leaders completed the inventory prior to
taking on group leadership. Later, two of their supervisors ranked and
rated the effectiveness of their on-the-job performance. Effective leaders
can be selected 92 times out of 100 if the applicants who scored in the
lowest 30% on the Inventory are not taken.
If the best 40% were selected
(rejecting the lowest 60%), then effective leaders can be selected 97 times
out of 100.
In a series of studies using the inventory in its present form,
one hundred and forty-seven leaders were studied in seven different situations
with similar results. By rejecting the lowest 20% of applicants effective
leaders can be selected 9 times out of 10. By rejecting the lowest third,
effective leaders can be selected 94 times out of 100.

An analysis of the fifteen groups (N=345) in the validation sample
shows the Inventory is more useful in deselecting ineffective leaders than in
selecting the most effective. The Inventory does its best job in giving
It is not a case of "the
low scores to leaders who are Tikely to be duds.
higher the score, the better the leader" but rather "those with low scores
are unlikely to be effective leaders. Correlations of the scores with rankings
on success as a leader range from .23 to .69 on the different groups but the
correlation related to the Inventory’s ability to predict quartiles of
success is .70. A chi square test of the Inventory’s ability to discriminate
The
the acceptable leaders from the duds is significant beyond the .01 level.
following chart translates these statistics into functional terms.

Montreal: Centre
^Dimock, Medley G. Selecting and Training Group Leaders.
Williams University,
for Human Relations and Community Studies, Sir George
1970.

3
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Selecting Effective Group Leaders

Group

Chances in 100 of being effective leaders

Best 40%

II II II II II

Best 67%

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTI

Best 80%

II II II II II
-H

i

80

j

II II II II

^1

94

90

!

[

90

1

[—
100

The above chart shows that if you took the top scoring 80% on the
Inventory (rejecting the bottom 20% j then effective leaders could be selected
9 times out of 10.

Using the Inventory
The inventory has been used in two major ways; as a tool to improve
the selection of group leaders; and as a tool to assess the effectiveness of
In deselecting ineffective
leadership development and training programs.
leaders it is suggested that a score of 315 be used as a cutoff point below
which applicants would not ordinarily be taken. This cutoff score is
established on the basis of the fifteen gfoups tested but the most useful
cutoff point varies from group to group'. On the basis of the 147 leaders in
the most recent studies this score will eliminate about 20% (l/5thj of the
applicants. As leadership is situational it is expected that each organization
will establish whether the Inventory identifies their poor leaders and if it
does what score cuts off the highest number of duds with the lowest number of

effective leaders.
To assess leadership development programs - training and supervision
any
of
significance
the
the Inventory is used on a before and after basis and
included in
change established by a T test. Three control groups have been
Scores
groups.
fifty
the studies of the development or training programs of
significantly
change
to
likely
do not change in the control groups but are very
Thus,
of the leaders.
in programs facilitating a high level of participation
to
designed
programs
the Inventory appears to be rather useful in evaluating

increase the effectiveness of leaders.

programs see How to use the
^For further information on assessing training
Programs " Montreal
Dimock L Inventory in Assessing Leadership Training
Studies, Sir George Williams University
Centre for Human Relations and Community

4
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Norm Information
The validation groups represent 34S
leaders from fifteen different
groups. Fourteen groups were the staff of
summer camps and one group werl" leaders
of teenage club groups. The groups included all
males, all females and
mixed groups. The age range was about 16 to 35
with most being in the 18 to 23
age group and the geographical location ranged
from Montreal to Vancouver.
Norms 6f a few groups for illustrative purposes
are given below.

Random sample of ten groups total Inventory

N=100

®TOUp

Mean 351

Number

Sir George Williams University
Group Development Students
Ontario nurses at a human relations program
Boy Scout leaders at a national training program
Camp Pine Crest Staff (Toronto YT-ICA)
Applicants for Detached Youth Work in Montreal
Distress Centre Volunteers
University of Southern Illinois students in
leadership program
Camp Elphinstone staff (Vancouver YMCA)

28
105
65

Standard Deviation 42

Mean Score

125
13

369
377
358
350
378
373

39
36

333
343

63

Information on Sub Scales
Sub Scale

N

Mean

Standard Deviation

FN

100

93.00

13

YN

100

89.05

13.38

A

100

84.62

11.89

Administration of the Inventory
Best results are obtained if the inventory is given individually or
in a group where the administrator can give directions, answer questions, and
generally supervise the completion process. Participants should be reminded
to check the one answer for each question that most nearly describes them or

^For a complete listing of norms including the subscales see "Norms of Groups
Relations
Using the Dimock Leadership Inventory." Montreal: Centre for Human
University.
and Community Studies, Sir George Williams

5
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should be asked to complete each question
and
It IS helpful if the administrator checks each answer
sheet as it is turned
in, for one or two question will often be missed
inadvertently. Most neonle
will complete the inventory in thirty minutes, but a few
will take as long
as an hour.
They should be encouraged not to spend too much time
on each
answer, saying ’’first responses are the best ones to record”.

In talking to the participants about the inventory, it
is helpful
to think of it as an interview.
In this case, ”it” is a systematic, nonjudgemental interview where descriptive statements are made which the
’’interviewee” can agree or disagree with, or say he is undecided or
doesn't
know.
If the inventory is being used for selection and the participant
asks
if it will affect his getting the job, he should be told it will be used
along with the other available information. What else will be used should
be described to him (such as personal interview, previous leadership experience,
letters of reference, specific skills, school grades, or whatever).

While the inventory can be completed at home and returned, this
practice is advisable only when the person is unable to come to the usual physical
location for supervision.
If this is the case, it does not increase the
reliability to have a teacher or some other person in his physical location
supervise the completion of the inventory.

Scoring the Inventory

The inventory questions are contained in booklet and the answers are
recorded on a separate sheet. The answer sheet is hand scored (plans are
For present research
underway for machine scoring) which takes several minutes
YN,
FN)
may
be
obtained
as well as a total
scores
(A,
purposes, three separate
separate score
sheet.
The
recorded
on
the
answer
These scores are
score.
sheet.
groups”
for
various
the
’’norms
may be interpreted by using
.

The answer sheet is set up in a way that all of the questions in the
FN scale appear in the first column (from the top of the page to the bottom)
on the left hand side. A total score for these thirty questions is established
by assigning a score of 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 for each of the range of answers. Thus,
a strong disagreement is scored 5, a moderate disagreement 4, undecided ( or if
the question is left blank) 3, moderate agreement 2, and strong agreement 1.
This scoring is used for all questions except numbers 19 and 52 - they are
scored in reverse order 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (1 for strong disagreement, etc.).

The 28 numbers in the middle column of the answer sheet represent
scores are assigned to each, question on the basis of
76 and 80 which are scored
5, 4, 3, 2, 1 except for questions 8, 14, 20, 50,
in the reverse (1 for strong disagreement, etc.).

the YN scale.

A.11

'Hie

scale.
The 24 questions in the right hand column represent the A
1.
of the questions in this column are scored 5, 4, 3, 2,
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6

As the scores for each scale are established, enter the score on
the person's answer sheet. When all three scores are entered in the left
hand space after the scale,
FN

70

YN

^
^

A

X

2

then enter them in the right hand blank making sure to double the A score
when it is move. The total is established by adding up all three on the
right hand side. Thus,
FN

70^

70

YN

^

89

A

94 X 2

Total

188

347

Supplements to the Manual of Instructions and Interpretations

1.

"Selecting and Training Group Leaders". A full report of twelve years
of leadership research in developing the Dimock Leadership Inventory.

2.

"Norms of Groups Using the Dimock Leadership Inventory". A report on
norms including subscales of about fifty groups. Updated periodically.

3.

4.

"How to Use the Dimock L Inventory in Assessing Leadership Training
Programs". A manual describing assessment procedure and giving
simplified directions for statistical tests.

"The Dimock Leadership Inventory Profile Sheet".

7

1A6
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You may recall working last year with a student from
the
Explorations! teacher preparation program at the University
of
Massachusetts.
At present we are attempting to gain some information about how well the Explorations! program is working.
We
feel that because of your interaction with the student in
a school
setting, you can provide us with some important information.
I would be grateful if you would answer the questions
concerning the students that are contained below as well as add any
comments
you feel are relevant. Please make a check mark in the
1.
interval you think best approximates your point of view. We would
be grateful if you would return the questionnaire in the stampedaddressed envelope as soon as possible. You will notice that there
is no way for a specific student to be identified on the basis of
the returned questionnaire. Thank you for your time.

Hov7 well do -you feel the student was prepared to deal effectively
with a student-teaching experience?
1

L

I

Poorly
prepared

preparation
was barely
adequate

very well
prepared

4.
2.

Did the student seem to be concerned about the possibility of
institutional racisim or sexism operating in your school?
1

I

I

3.

1

1

seemed
somewhat
concerned

didn't seem
at all
concerned

!

was always
looking out
for it

Did you see the Explorations! student primarily as a:
a) Teacher's aide

(Circle One)

b) Student teacher
c) Professional

co-worker

What did yrar student's opinion of the ’^.xplorations! program seem
to be?

i

extremely
negative

I

1

indifferent

J

•

^

extremely
positive

148
5.

How do you think the student handled the freedom
that the
Explorations! program provided?

Was very
lazy
6.

.

.

Ideally

was overly
anxious

What was your overall impression of the student you worked
with?
I

should enter
some other
field

I

will make
an adequate
teacher

will make a
good teacher

APPENDIX III
STUDENTS' PRACTICE TEACHING LOCATIONS
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Dennis Yarmouth Regional H. S.
Regional Avenue
South Yarmouth, MA.

D. A. Sullivan Elementary School

Wildwood School
Strong Street
Amherst, MA.

Montreal Oral School for the Deaf
5000 Iona Avenue
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Meadowbrook Jr. High School
Newton, MA.

Salem School

Mullen-Hall School
Katherine Lee Bates Road
Falmouth, MA.

Sassi Street Academy
State Street
Springfield, MA.

Bowen Elementary School
Newton, MA.

Banford Elementary School
Canton, New York

Landing School
Glen Cove, L.I., N.Y.

Amherst Regional H.S.
Amherst, MA.

Bowles Elementary School
24 Bowles Avenue
Springfield, MA.

Westfield Detention Center School
Mountain Road
Westfield, MA.

Avery Street School
South Windsor, CT

Wendell Elementary School
Wendell, MA.

Bicknell School for Boys
Peterfield Rd., So. Bourne
Bournemouth, Hants., England

Caldecott Community Jr. School
Mersham LeHatch
Ashford, Kent, England

Green Street Elementary School
Green Street

Stafford Leys County Primary School
Stafford Leys Road
Leistershire, England

Brat t leboro , VT

Route 9
Northampton, MA.

Salem, MA.

Jeremiah E. Burke H.S.
Washington Street
Dorchester, MA.

Montague Elementary School
Montague, MA.

East Goscott Primary School
East Goscoct
England

The Denak Learning Community
c/o The Open Door Clinic
513 East 6th Street
Anchorage, Alaska

Duggan Junior H.S.
1015 Wilbraham Road
Springfield, MA.

•
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